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1. Introduction 

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), in partnership with the Alameda County 
Transportation Commission (Alameda CTC), proposes to improve safety, mobility, accessibility, 
, traffic operations, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities through the Oakland Alameda Access 
Project on State Route 260 (SR-260) (post mile [PM] realignment [R] 0.78 to R 1.90) and on 
Interstate 880 (I-880) (PM 30.47 to PM 31.61) in the cities of Oakland and Alameda in Alameda 
County, California. Caltrans District 4 is the lead agency for the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) environmental clearance. 
Alameda CTC is the implementing agency for the proposed project. 

This report summarizes public outreach conducted for the Draft Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Assessment (EIR/EA). The circulation period of the Draft EIR/EA ran 
between September 29, 2020 and November 30, 2020. This report also details the live, online 
public hearing held on October 20, 2020 from 5:30 to 7:30 pm. Both the outreach efforts and 
formal hearing were intended to inform members of the public and interested agencies about 
the proposed project and provide an opportunity to provide feedback on the findings of the Draft 
EIR/EA and the Section 4(f) Evaluation. Written and recorded comments were solicited from the 
public throughout the formal comment period.  
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2. Project Overview 

Caltrans, in cooperation with Alameda CTC, proposes to improve safety, mobility, accessibility, 
traffic operations, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities through the Oakland Alameda Access 
Project on SR-260  and I-880  in the cities of Oakland and Alameda in Alameda County, 
California (Figure 1).  

Under the Build Alternative, Caltrans and Alameda CTC propose to remove and modify the 
existing freeway ramps and to modify the Posey Tube exit in Oakland. The Build Alternative 
would improve access to northbound (NB) and southbound (SB) I-880 from the Posey Tube via 
a right turn-only lane from the Posey Tube to 5th Street and a new horseshoe connector at 
Jackson Street below the I-880 viaduct that would connect to the existing NB I-880/Jackson 
Street on-ramp. The existing WB I-980/Jackson Street off-ramp would be reconstructed and 
shifted to the south. 

The Webster Tube entrance at 5th Street and Broadway would be shifted to the east to create 
more space for trucks to make the turn from Broadway into the Webster Tube. A bulb-out would 
be constructed to extend the sidewalk, reducing the crossing distance and allowing improved 
visibility of pedestrians on the southeast corner. 

The NB I-880/Broadway off-ramp would be removed and the NB I-880/Oak Street off-ramp to  
6th Street would be widened. The NB I-880/Oak Street intersection would become the main  
NB I-880 off-ramp to downtown Oakland and to Alameda. 6th Street would become a one-way 
through street from Oak Street to Harrison Street and a two-way street from Harrison Street  
to Broadway. 

The proposed project would include the addition of a Class IV two-way cycle track on 6th Street 
between Oak and Washington streets and on Oak Street between 3rd and 9th streets. Bicycle 
and pedestrian improvements would be constructed at the Tubes’ approaches in Oakland and 
Alameda, and the Webster Tube westside walkway would be opened to pedestrians. This would 
improve connectivity to existing and future planned bicycle paths in the City of Oakland and 
implement various “complete streets” improvements to create additional opportunities for non-
motorized vehicles and pedestrians to cross under I-880 between downtown Oakland, and Jack 
London District, and Alameda.  

The purpose of the proposed project is to: 

 Improve multimodal safety and reduce conflicts between regional and local traffic. 

 Enhance bicycle and pedestrian accessibility and connectivity within the project  
study area. 

 Improve mobility and accessibility between the I-880, SR-260 (Tubes), City of Oakland 
downtown neighborhoods, and City of Alameda. 

 Reduce freeway-bound regional traffic and congestion on local roadways and in  
area neighborhoods. 

Access between the freeway and the roadway networks between I-880 and the Tubes is limited 
and indirect, and access to/from the cities of Oakland and Alameda is circuitous. Existing 
access to I-880 from Alameda and the Jack London District requires loops through several local 
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streets and intersections, routing vehicles through the downtown Oakland Chinatown 
neighborhood, which has the following operational impacts on local streets: 

 Streets in and around the downtown Oakland Chinatown area have a high volume of 
pedestrian activity and experience substantial vehicle-pedestrian conflicts, and the I-880 
viaduct limits bicycle and pedestrian connectivity between downtown Oakland and the 
Jack London District. 

 SB I-880 traffic heading to Alameda must exit at the Broadway/Alameda off-ramp, then 
travel south along 5th Street for more than a mile — through nine signalized and 
unsignalized intersections — before reaching the Webster Tube at 5th Street/Broadway.  

 WB I-980 traffic heading to Alameda must exit at the Jackson Street off-ramp and circle 
back through Chinatown through seven signalized and unsignalized intersections to 
reach the Webster Tube.  

 NB I-880 traffic heading to Alameda must exit at the Broadway off-ramp and form a 
queue on Broadway between 5th and 6th streets, which backs up onto the ramp. 
Alternatively, drivers may loop through Chinatown to access the Webster Tube. 

 

Figure 1. Proposed Project Footprint   
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3. Noticing and Publicity 

This section describes the public noticing and outreach activities that were completed during the 
Draft EIR/EA circulation period (September 29, 2020 to November 30, 2020). 

3.1. Traditional Print 

3.1.1. Newspaper Advertisements 

Newspaper advertisements were published to inform the public about the availability of the Draft 
EIR/EA and the date of the public hearing. Advertisements were placed in seven publications: 
East Bay Times, Sing Tao, East Bay Express, Alameda Sun, Alameda Journal, El Observador, 
and Mo Magazine. Each advertisement ran twice: once at the beginning of the Draft EIR/EA 
circulation period (September 29, 2020) and a second time immediately prior to the public 
hearing (October 20, 2020) (Table 1). Advertisements were published in four languages: 
English, Chinese (Cantonese), Spanish, and Vietnamese. A copy of each newspaper 
advertisement is available in Appendix A.  

Table 1: Summary of Newspaper Advertisements 

MEDIA DATE RUN 

East Bay Times advertisement September 29, 2020 First 

Sing Tao advertisement September 29, 2020 First 

East Bay Express advertisement September 30, 2020 First 

Alameda Sun advertisement October 1, 2020 First 

Alameda Journal advertisement October 2, 2020 First 

El Observador October 2, 2020 First 

Mo Magazine October 3, 2020 First 

East Bay Times advertisement October 11, 2020 Second 

East Bay Express advertisement October 14, 2020 Second 

Alameda Sun advertisement October 15, 2020 Second 

El Observador October 16, 2020 Second 

Alameda Journal advertisement October 16, 2020 Second 

Mo Magazine October 17, 2020 Second 

Sing Tao advertisement October 18, 2020 Second 

3.1.2. Mail Notices 

Flyers were mailed via the United States Postal Service (USPS) to residents and businesses 
located within and adjacent to the project footprint (Appendix A). Flyers were also mailed to 
contacts in the project stakeholder database. These detailed the availability of the Draft 
EIR/EIR, the scheduled online public hearing, and options for submitting a formal comment. 
Each flyer had information provided in four languages: English, Chinese (Cantonese), Spanish, 
and Vietnamese. A total of 5,901 flyers were mailed on September 29, 2020.  
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3.1.3. Field Distribution 

To provide another avenue of public outreach to residents and businesses within the project 
footprint, flyers were hand distributed along all portions of the project footprint on September 28 
and September 29, 2020 (Appendix A). A total of ten locations hosted the flyer onsite, allowing 
further noticing of the Draft EIR/EA and scheduled public hearing. 

3.2. Online Outreach 

3.2.1. Project Website 

A project website was created to provide the public with an overview of the proposed project 
and access to the Draft EIR/EA (https://oaklandalamedaaccessproject.com/). The website 
included a project overview, project videos, specific topic areas (bicycle/pedestrian, geometric 
design/traffic, environmental impacts, and parking), and a comment card (Appendix B). All 
website content was available in four languages: English, Chinese (Cantonese), Spanish, and 
Vietnamese. Appendix C provides statistics regarding the project website obtained during the 
formal comment period (September 29 to November 30, 2020). 

The project website hosted the live, virtual online public hearing. A recording of the public 
hearing was made available on the website. The virtual public hearing was closed captioned  
in English.  

3.2.2. Alameda CTC Website 

Alameda CTC hosted a page for the proposed project on their website 
(https://www.alamedactc.org/programs-projects/highway-improvement/oakland-alameda-
access-project/) (Appendix B). Under the page’s “Resources” tab, the Notice of Availability, 
Frequently Asked Questions, and Draft EIR/EA Summary were available for review in four 
languages (English, Chinese [Cantonese], Spanish, and Vietnamese). The Draft EIR/EA and all 
non-confidential technical studies were also hosted. The “Public Meetings” tab provided 
information about the online public meeting and a link to the project website. Alameda CTC also 
maintains an up -to-date project fact sheet on their website. 

3.2.3. Caltrans District 4 Website 

Caltrans District 4 hosted information about the proposed project on their website 
(https://dot.ca.gov/caltrans-near-me/district-4/d4-projects/d4-oaap) (Appendix B). This included 
a link to the Draft EIR/EA and links to the project website and Alameda CTC website.  

3.2.4. Social Media 

Caltrans, Alameda CTC, the City of Oakland, and the City of Alameda sponsor and maintain 
Twitter and Facebook accounts. Social media posts were distributed via those accounts in 
coordination with Caltrans Public Information Officer. Posts contained a link to the open house 
website and announced the live online public hearing. Posts were also made announcing the 
end of the Draft EIR/EA circulation period. A total of 33 social media posts were made between 
these four agencies (Table 2 and Appendix A). 
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Table 2: Summary of Social Media Posts 

ORGANIZATION TWITTER FACEBOOK 

Alameda CTC 10/1/20; 10/18/20; 10/19/20; 10/20/20; 
11/23/20; 11/30/20 

10/19/20; 10/20/20; 11/23/20; 
11/30/2020 

Caltrans  9/30/20; 10/18/20; 10/19/20; 11/24/20 9/30/20; 10/18/20; 10/19/20 

City of Oakland 10/1/20; 10/17/20; 10/19/20; 
11/23/20;  11/30/20 

10/1/20; 10/17/20; 10/19/20; 
11/23/20; 11/30/20 

City of Alameda 10/18/20; 11/30/2020 9/29/20; 10/18/20; 10/20/20; 
11/30/2020 

Alameda CTC also posted an article on the “News” page of their website (Appendix A). 

3.2.5. Email Notifications 

Email notifications were sent to individuals and organizations on the project stakeholder 
distribution list (214 total emails). An initial save-the-date eblast was sent out by Alameda CTC 
on September 29, 2020. Alameda CTC sent out reminder eblasts prior to the public hearing 
(October 16 and 19, 2020) and prior to the end of the public comment period (November 29, 
2020). Each email contained a relevant announcement and a link to the project website. 

3.3. Oakland Chinatown Outreach 

Additional outreach efforts were undertaken with the Oakland Chinatown community to 
overcome potential language and technology barriers that could have otherwise prevented its 
residents from being fully informed about the proposed project and its potential impacts. 

3.3.1. Chinatown Chamber of Commerce Booth 

A project information booth was hosted in front of the Oakland Chinatown Chamber of 
Commerce (388 9th Street, Suite 290, Oakland, CA 94707) (Appendix A). The booth was staffed 
on three separate occasions. On October 17, 2020, the booth was available between 11 am and 
2 pm. Six individuals stopped by the booth to learn about the proposed project. On the date of 
the virtual public hearing (October 20, 2020), the booth was staffed between 3-5 pm with five 
individuals visiting the booth. The booth was hosted for a final time on October 24, 2020 
between 11 am and 2 pm with 24 people visiting the booth. A total of 35 individuals visited this 
booth while in operation, with 22 individuals submitting formal comments for consideration in the 
final environmental document. All of these comments were submitted in Chinese and were 
translated for incorporation into the final environmental document. 

Chinese-translated materials were available for distribution at the booth including the Frequently 
Asked Questions, Draft EIR/EA Summary, and project flyer. The booth displayed three poster 
boards detailing (in Chinese) proposed improvements within Chinatown.  

3.3.2. TV/Radio Advertisements 

Sky Link TV hosted a video in Chinese on October 20, 2020 (Appendix A). The video was also 
hosted on their Facebook account on October 16, 2020 (Appendix A).  
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A 30-second radio advertisement in Chinese was aired in Sing Tao Radio. This advertisement 
ran 20 times between October 20, 2020 and November 6, 2020 and informed listeners about 
the proposed project. It directed them to the project website for additional information as well. 

3.3.3. Social Media 

Information on the proposed project was posted on WeChat on October 20, 2020 (Appendix A). 
This included an overview of the project and a link to the project website.  

3.3.4. Editorials 

World Press published an article in Chinese on the Oakland Chinatown Chamber of Commerce 
project booth on October 18, 2020 (Appendix A). This article detailed the proposed project 
improvements and included a link to the project website.  

The East Bay Times published an article on the proposed project on November 26, 2020 
(Appendix A). It detailed the project improvements, provided a link to the project website, and 
noted the November 30, 2020 deadline for comments. 
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4. Public Hearing 

Because of social distancing requirements, an in-person public hearing was not held. Caltrans 
and Alameda CTC hosted a pre-scheduled, live, online public hearing hosted through the open 
house website (https://oaklandalamedaaccessproject.com/). The hearing was held on  
October 20, 2020 from 5:30 to 7:30 pm.  

Members of the public were able to view the proceedings on their computers or mobile devices. 
For individuals who did not have internet access, a call-in number (510-880-4195) was provided 
so the entire public hearing could be heard over a phone line. This included audio from the live 
question and answer session. 

The hearing opened with a video illustrating the proposed project improvements. The facilitator 
introduced the hearing panelists and discussed the format of the event. Then a live question 
and answer session was initiated. Questions could be submitted through an on-screen chat 
function (120 character limit) or a dial-in option for phone users. A total of 170 questions were 
received during this session. Interpreters were on hand to translate questions into Chinese, 
Spanish, or Vietnamese. Questions were read by the facilitator and then answered by the 
hearing panelists.  

The facilitator periodically reminded hearing attendees of the methods for formal submission. A 
link to the electronic comment card was provided on the project website. There was also options 
to call and leave a voice message, send an email (oakland.alameda.access@dot.ca.gov), or 
mail a comment to Caltrans.  

The public hearing had a total of 241 viewers, and the average viewer was present for 25% (30 
minutes) of the public hearing. Appendix C presents additional statistics from the public hearing. 
Appendix C includes a staff sign-in sheet and a full transcript of the hearing proceedings  
as well.  

Following the live broadcast of the hearing, a recording of the entire event was accessible on 
the project website in English (with close captioning in English). 
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5. Comment Summary 

The open house website included a suite of tools and resources by which the public could 
submit comments. A comment form was prominently embedded in the website. Additional 
methods for submitting a formal comment were provided and included a project-specific email 
address (oakland.alameda.access@dot.ca.gov), physical mailing address, and phone number 
(510-880-4195) for leaving a recorded message. A total of 113 formal comment letters/ 
comment cards or emails were submitted via these methods for a total of 636 individual 
comments. 
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6. Next Steps 

After comments are received from the public and reviewing agencies, Caltrans, as assigned by 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), may 1) give environmental approval to the 
proposed project 2) undertake additional environmental studies, or 3) abandon the proposed 
project. If the proposed project were given environmental approval and funding were 
appropriated, Caltrans and Alameda CTC could design and construct all or part of the project. 

Attendees of the public meeting who provided an email address were added to the project’s 
distribution list for future project updates. Alameda CTC intends to provide project status 
updates on their project website, and via email as necessary. Caltrans and Alameda CTC will 
address all comments received during the formal public comment period in the final 
environmental document.  

After the end of the public review period of the Draft EIR/EA and consideration of public 
comments, Caltrans, Alameda CTC, and the Project Development Team compared and 
weighed the benefits and impacts of the presented project alternatives and identified the Build 
Alternative as the Preferred Alternative.
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Appendix A Notices and Publicity 
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Mailer 

 

Flyer (front) 

 

Flyer (back) 
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Field Report 
The HNTB Team distributed flyers within the project footprint on September 28 and 29, 2020. 
The flyer was identical to the one mailed to local residents (see Appendix A-3). The purpose of 
this distribution was to provide another method of outreach to residents, businesses, and 
visitors to inform them of the Draft EIR/EA and upcoming public hearing.  

Locations that agreed to host flyers are listed below and are summarized on the following 
pages. 

 Bay Auto Center 

 Won Kee Supermarket 

 Shell Gas Station 

 Madison Street Press 

 Pacific Renaissance Plaza and Library 

 Jack London Square Station 

 Community board (Chinatown) 

 Salvation Army 

 Posey Tube  

 Alameda Point (not pictured) 

An attempt was made to distribute flyers at the following locations without success: 

 428 Alice Street: Doors were locked, preventing admission. 

 777 Broadway: Doors were locked, preventing admission. 

 288 3rd Street: Doors were locked, preventing admission. 

 309 4th Street: Doors were locked, preventing admission. 

 423 7th Street: Property management declined to participate. 

 119 10th Street: Owner declined to participate.  
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Bay Auto Center 

610 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 10:45 am  

Owner agreed to host 30 flyers and post a flyer on the center’s bulletin board. 

 

Flyer Posted on Bulletin Board 

 

Flyers Hosted on Counter 
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Won Kee Supermarket 

216 7th Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 11:35 am  

The owner agreed to post a flyer on a window and bulletin board. A total of 30 flyers were also 
hosted in a brochure stand.  

 

Flyer on Door Facing 7th Street 

 

Flyers in Brochure Stand 
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Flyer on Bulletin Board 
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Shell Gas Station 

105 5th Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 11:05 am 

The attendant allowed the HNTB Team to post flyers on the cashier’s booth. 

 

Flyers Facing 5th and Oak Streets 
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Madison Street Press 

614 Madison Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 11:15 am 

Owner agreed to host 30 flyers.  

 

Owner Accepting Flyer 
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Pacific Renaissance Plaza and Library 

388 9th Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/29/2020 10:40 am 

A librarian at the Pacific Renaissance Plaza Library agreed to host 30 flyers on an outdoor 
table. Flyers were also posted. 

 

Librarian Placing Flyers on Outdoor Table 

 

Flyers Posted on Southeast Wall 
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Jack London Square Station 

245 2nd Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 2:45 pm 

Station employees agreed to host 30 flyers in their brochure holder and post flyers on doors. 

 

Flyers in Brochure Holder 

 

Flyer Posted on West Window 
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Flyer Posted on Front Door 
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Community Board 

610 Oak Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 12:00 pm  

The HNTB Team posted a flyer on a community board.  

 

Flyer Posted on Community Board 
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Salvation Army 

601 Webster Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/28/2020 3:15 pm  

The business declined posting the flyer on doors or windows. The HNTB Team was given 
permission to leave 30 flyers near the front entrance.  

 

Flyers Hosted Near Front Entrance 
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Posey Tube Entrance 

438 Harrison Street, Oakland, CA 94607 
9/29/2020 11:45 am  

A flyer was posted at the Oakland entrance to the Posey Tube. 

 

Flyer (arrow) Posted at Posey Tube Entrance 
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Alameda Point 

950 West Mall Street, Alameda, CA 94501 
9/29/2020 12:30 PM  

The HNTB Team visited the management office for Alameda Point. The team spoke with a 
building representative who said she would make the flyers available inside their office. A total 
of 30 flyers was provided. No photographs are available. 
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Social Media Posts 
Caltrans 

Caltrans District 4 posted seven notifications to both their Facebook and Twitter accounts during 
the circulation of the Draft EIR/EA. 

  
Caltrans Facebook account (9/30/2020)  
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Caltrans Facebook account (10/18/2020) 
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Caltrans Facebook account (10/19/2020) 
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Caltrans Twitter Account (9/30/2020) 
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Caltrans Twitter Account 10/18/2020) 
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Caltrans Twitter Account (10/19/2020) 
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Caltrans Twitter Account (11/24/2020) 
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Alameda CTC 

Alameda CTC posted ten notifications to both their Facebook and Twitter accounts during the 
circulation of the Draft EIR/EA. Alameda CTC also posted a news release on their website. 

 

Alameda CTC Facebook post (10/19/20)  
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Alameda CTC Facebook post (10/20/20)  
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Alameda CTC Facebook post (10/23/20)  
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Alameda CTC Facebook post (10/30/20)  
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (10/1/20)  
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (10/18/20). Note this was a re-tweet of the Caltrans post. 
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (10/19/20) 
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (10/20/20)  
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (11/23/20)  
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Alameda CTC Twitter post (11/30/20) 
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Alameda CTC Website News Release (10/19/2020) 
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City of Oakland 

The City of Oakland posted ten notifications to both their Facebook and Twitter accounts during 
the circulation of the Draft EIR/EA.  

 

City of Oakland Facebook post (10/1/20)   
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City of Oakland Facebook post (10/17/20) 
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City of Oakland Facebook post (10/19/20) 
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City of Oakland Facebook post (11/23/20) 
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City of Oakland Facebook post (11/30/20) 
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City of Oakland Twitter post (10/1/20) 

 

 

City of Oakland Twitter post (10/17/20)  
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City of Oakland Twitter post (10/19/20)  
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City of Oakland Twitter post (11/23/20) 

 

City of Oakland Twitter post (11/30/20) 
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City of Alameda 

The City of Alameda posted six notifications to both their Facebook and Twitter accounts during 
the circulation of the Draft EIR/EA.  

 

City of Alameda Facebook post (9/29/20)  
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City of Alameda Facebook post (10/18/20)   
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City of Alameda Facebook post (10/20/20)  
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City of Alameda Facebook post (11/30/20) 
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City of Alameda Twitter post (10/18/20) 
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City of Alameda Facebook post (11/30/20) 
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 1 JAKE McMURTRY:  Welcome everyone, and thank

 2  you for joining us for this virtual public hearing for

 3  the Oakland Alameda Access Project.  Due to COVID-19

 4  and because of the governor's executive order and the

 5  County of Alameda Department of Public Health's

 6  guidance to stay at home unless necessary, we have

 7  elected not to hold this hearing in person.  We really

 8  feel it's important to maintain proper social

 9  distancing and safety protocols for the safety of the

10  public and for the staff that are here with us tonight

11  from Alameda CTC, from Caltrans, and from our

12  consultant team.

13             My name is Jake McMurtry, and I am the

14  facilitator for tonight's event.  Quickly about me.  I

15  work for HNTB.  I am part of that consultant team

16  based out of our downtown Oakland office; and I've

17  actually spent, really, the last 20 years living,

18  working, and playing in this project area, if that's

19  grabbing dim sum in Chinatown on a Sunday, if that's

20  going out to Jack London Square for a Warriors playoff

21  game, or, you know, commuting through the Posey and

22  Webster tubes when I lived in Alameda.  This project

23  and this area are really important and critical in my

24  life, and so I am excited that we're here tonight with

25  you.
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 1 The Oakland Alameda Access Project is an

 2  important multimodal safety infrastructure project

 3  that includes access and roadway improvements between

 4  880, 980, and the Posey and Webster tubes that connect

 5  Oakland and Alameda.  This was one of the key projects

 6  voted on under Measure B, which was approved by voters

 7  in 2000 and again with Measure BB, which was approved

 8  in 2014.

 9             Your sales tax dollars are dedicated for

10  this regionally significant and important project to

11  Alameda County residents.  Alameda CTC is the

12  implementing agency in partnership with Caltrans.

13             This project has been in the planning phase

14  for nearly 30 years.  And, now, thanks to the

15  dedication of Caltrans, Alameda CTC, and the cities of

16  Alameda and Oakland, and extensive stakeholder

17  participation from groups like Chinatown, Jack London

18  Square, Bike East Bay, and Bike Walk Alameda, the

19  project has finally advanced to the draft

20  environmental document.  This is an exciting milestone

21  for all of us, and we're thrilled to be with you

22  tonight.

23             All right.  So let's quickly walk through

24  our agenda for this evening.  We've got between now

25  and 7:30, and we've got a lot to do.  So, first, we're
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 1  going to show you a project overview video that we're

 2  hoping answers a lot of the questions you may have

 3  about the project and even spur some new questions and

 4  comments that you might want to share tonight.

 5             Next, I will walk you through the project

 6  website and talk about some of the additional

 7  information that's over -- that's available to you

 8  there.  We're gonna introduce our project leadership

 9  and the technical panel that's here with us tonight,

10  and then we're gonna dive into your questions and

11  comments.

12             Your input is extremely important in the

13  environmental planning and development process, and we

14  want to hear from you.  So let me first explain how

15  the question and comment process is going to work

16  during tonight's live public hearing.  There are two

17  ways for you to provide your input tonight: by chat

18  and by phone.

19             You can type your comment or question in the

20  "Chat" function, where it says "Ask a Question" on

21  your screen -- that will likely be to the right of the

22  video screen on laptops and desktops and below it for

23  those using mobile devices -- or you can call

24  (510) 880-4195 to provide your input by phone.  You'll

25  be prompted to select your preferred language, and
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 1  then you hit 4 to provide your comment or question for
   
 2  our technical panelists.  We have Chinese, Spanish,
   
 3  and Vietnamese translators standing by, so please
   
 4  don't let language be a barrier to sharing your input
   
 5  with us.
   
 6             Your comments and questions will be sent
   
 7  over to me to read aloud, which is why you'll see me
   
 8  glancing down at my screen from time to time.  And
   
 9  then the most appropriate member of our technical
   
10  panel will respond to your question.
   
11             We're going to do our best to respond to
   
12  everyone by 7:30 tonight.  But depending on the number
   
13  of comments and questions received, we might not be
   
14  able to respond to all of them before the end of the
   
15  hearing.
   
16             Your comments and questions tonight will not
   
17  be considered formal comments and will not be part of
   
18  the final environmental document.  However, your input
   
19  tonight will help us shape the development of the
   
20  proposed project.  And tonight's public hearing,
   
21  including your questions and comments, will be
   
22  transcribed by a court reporter and be part of the
   
23  project record.
   
24             If you would like to submit a formal comment
   
25  that will be part of the final environmental document,
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 1  we highly encourage you to submit comments by the
   
 2  following four options:  You can mail a letter or
   
 3  comment card to Caltrans District 4, Attention:
   
 4  Lindsay Vivian, Office of Environmental Analysis.  You
   
 5  can e-mail your comments to
   
 6  Oakland.Alameda.Access@dot.ca.gov.  You can submit
   
 7  comments online through the "Comment" tab on the
   
 8  project website, or you can call that same project
   
 9  phone number, (510) 880-4195, select your language;
   
10  but this time you press "2" to leave a voicemail.
   
11  Please be sure to speak clearly and slowly.  All
   
12  voicemail comments and questions will be transcribed
   
13  as formal comments.
   
14             A quick note.  All formal comments must
   
15  include your name and your zip code, and they can be
   
16  submitted all the way up to the end of the public
   
17  comment period on November 30th.
   
18             Okay.  So to get things started here
   
19  tonight, let's watch, together, the project overview
   
20  that the team has put together.  This video is located
   
21  on the homepage of the project website, so you can
   
22  watch it as many times as you want.  It's not just
   
23  this one time to get it.  But, again, there's a lot of
   
24  great information in there, and we're hoping that many
   
25  of your questions get answered.  So let's watch that
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 1     video together now.

 2                NARRATOR: Hello, on behalf of Caltrans and

 3     the Alameda County Transportation Commission, in

 4     partnership with the cities of Oakland and Alameda,

 5     welcome to the public hearing for the Oakland Alameda

 6     Access Project.

 7                This video will highlight existing

 8     transportation challenges within the project area,

 9     provide an overview of the project and its proposed

10     solutions, discuss the environmental process, and

11     outline how you can remain involved.

12                The public will have 60 days to review the

13     environmental document and provide comments on the

14     project.  Potential environmental impacts have been

15     analyzed and are presented to the public as required

16     by the California Environmental Quality Act, CEQA, and

17     the National Environmental Policy Act, NEPA.

18                The Environmental Impact Report

19     Environmental Assessment includes the results of

20     focused technical studies.  The Environmental Impact

21     Report Environmental Assessment is available for

22     public review and comment.  Please provide comments no

23     later than November 30th, 2020.

24                The public hearing also allows partner

25     agencies an opportunity to inform, educate, and
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 1     solicit valuable input from the public on the project

 2     and its environmental issues.  Public comments

 3     submitted during the hearing and throughout the review

 4     period will be gathered and considered as part of the

 5     environmental analysis.  Due to current

 6     shelter-in-place requirements, the public hearing is

 7     being held online.  So please visit the project

 8     website for details.

 9                Comments may be submitted in several ways:

10     electronically, using the online website comment card

11     form; by e-mail; by mailing a physical letter; by

12     calling into the live online public hearing; or by

13     leaving a voicemail message anytime during the comment

14     period.

15                The project is located in the cities of

16     Oakland and Alameda in Alameda County.  Today, there

17     are many local routes connecting the I-880 freeway to

18     destinations in Oakland and Alameda.  Whether

19     traveling between Oakland and Alameda through the

20     Posey or Webster tubes or accessing I-880 to connect

21     to regional destinations, motorists often experience

22     heavy congestion and delays.  Currently, drivers must

23     take long indirect routes through local roads in

24     downtown Oakland and Chinatown.  These roads are

25     heavily used active multimodal corridors with high
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 1     volumes of transit, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

 2     Also, the large elevated I-880 structure creates a

 3     visual and physical barrier between Chinatown and the

 4     Jack London District, which limits connectivity and

 5     access for bicyclists and pedestrians in Oakland.

 6                Since 2015, the project team has used a

 7     community-based approach to resolve the longstanding

 8     transportation issues within the project area.  The

 9     project will have local and regional significance.

10     With extensive input from key stakeholders, the team

11     analyzed more than a dozen different concepts and has

12     narrowed the options down.  All of these modifications

13     will improve multimodal safety and reduce conflicts

14     between regional and local traffic.

15                The proposed project will enhance bicycle

16     pedestrian, accessibility, and connectivity within the

17     project study area.  It will also improve mobility and

18     accessibility between I-880, SR-260, City of Oakland

19     downtown neighborhoods, and the City of Alameda.

20                Lastly, the project will reduce

21     freeway-bound regional traffic and congestion on local

22     roadways and in area neighborhoods.

23                To date, one project alternative has been

24     identified to address existing challenges.  The

25     proposed project would modify several local roads and
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 1     freeway ramps that will result in improved safety and

 2     travel options for drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians.

 3     This alternative was carried into the environmental

 4     review for analysis of potential impacts.

 5                Here are some of the major components:

 6     Realign the westbound I-980 Jackson Street off-ramp

 7     and reconstruct Fifth Street, construct a right turn

 8     from the Posey Tube onto a new horseshoe under I-880

 9     to the northbound Jackson Street on-ramp, widen the

10     northbound I-880 Oak Street off-ramp, remove the

11     northbound I-880 Broadway off-ramp and reconstruct a

12     portion of Sixth Street from Oak Street to Washington

13     Street, restripe Seventh Street and improve

14     intersections, restripe Madison Street for two-way

15     travel between Fourth and Sixth streets, restripe

16     Jackson Street for one-way travel between Fifth and

17     Sixth streets, restripe Oak Street with a two-way

18     cycle track between Third and Ninth streets,

19     reconfigure the intersections at Broadway and Sixth

20     and Fifth streets.

21                This is a complex area, so let's get through

22     the major pieces one by one.

23                Motorists coming from Alameda into Oakland

24     and exiting the Posey Tube will be able to use the

25     right-turn lane to access a new dedicated and
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 1     separated roadway that will loop under the freeway and

 2     then connect to the Jackson northbound I-880 on-ramp.

 3     The speed limit within the Posey Tube will be reduced

 4     from 35 miles an hour to a safe 25 miles an hour

 5     approaching the tunnel exit and continue to be reduced

 6     through the Jackson horseshoe.

 7                The new u-shaped roadway, or Jackson

 8     horseshoe, will provide Alameda motorists direct

 9     access to northbound I-880 without having to travel

10     several blocks out of the way through active

11     neighborhoods in Chinatown, where there is high

12     pedestrian traffic.  The new right turn out of the

13     historic Posey Tube will also create direct access via

14     Fifth Street to the I-880 Southbound Oak Street

15     on-ramp from Alameda.

16                For people traveling westbound on I-980 and

17     exiting onto Jackson Street, the off-ramp will be

18     realigned to merge with traffic coming out of the

19     Posey Tube.  The realignment will provide

20     opportunities to convert the existing Fifth Street to

21     two-way and provide landscape enhancements.

22                Additional improvements include removing the

23     I-880 northbound Broadway off-ramp.  This will create

24     space for a continuous Sixth Street from Oak Street to

25     Washington Street with enhanced bicycle and pedestrian
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 1     features for improved mobility, which will be

 2     described later in this video.

 3                With the removal of the Broadway off-ramp,

 4     the northbound Oak Street off-ramp will become the

 5     primary exit from northbound I-880 to downtown Oakland

 6     and the City of Alameda.  The Oak Street off-ramp will

 7     be widened to accommodate the change in traffic

 8     volumes.

 9                Now let's talk about access to and from the

10     Webster and Posey tubes between Oakland and Alameda.

11                Today, drivers coming from Alameda who wish

12     to access northbound I-880 must travel through the

13     Posey Tube up to Seventh street, over to Jackson

14     Street, then onto the Jackson Street on-ramp.  This

15     results in a large travel loop through the heart of

16     Chinatown.  To access southbound I-880, motorists must

17     make the same loop, traveling underneath the I-880

18     freeway two times before turning onto Fifth Street to

19     access the southbound I-880 on-ramp at Oak Street.

20                The proposed project will provide Alameda

21     motorists with more direct routes to both northbound

22     and southbound I-880 and eliminate the existing

23     lengthy routes.  With the new right turn onto Fifth

24     Street leaving the Posey Tube, drivers can head south

25     along Fifth Street onto the Southbound I-880 Oak
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 1     Street on-ramp or use the Jackson horseshoe to access

 2     northbound I-880.

 3                Today, regional traffic heading west on

 4     I-980 towards Alameda, exiting at the Jackson Street

 5     off-ramp, have a few indirect routes they can take.

 6     One of the routes requires drivers to make a left to

 7     make a large loop, traveling once again through

 8     Chinatown and other neighborhoods along Jackson and

 9     Eighth streets to Webster Street and then into the

10     Webster Tube.  Alternatively, drivers headed for

11     Alameda can make a right after exiting the Jackson

12     Street off-ramp and take Fourth Street to Broadway and

13     then into the Webster Tube loop entrance.

14                The proposed project will provide a direct

15     route to the Webster Tube via Sixth Street while

16     reducing traffic within local neighborhoods,

17     particularly Chinatown.

18                Today regional travelers heading northbound

19     on I-880 to access Oakland, Alameda, or local

20     destinations have two options for exiting the freeway:

21     The first option is to take the Broadway off-ramp.

22     From there, drivers can loop around to access Alameda

23     through the busy Seventh Street corridor to reach

24     Webster Street, or they can turn left onto Broadway to

25     access the Webster Tube loop entrance at Broadway and
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 1     Fifth street.

 2                Alternatively, drivers headed to Alameda can

 3     also travel through Eighth Street through Chinatown to

 4     Webster Street to get to the Webster Tube.  The

 5     proposed project will provide a direct route to key

 6     destinations for motorists traveling from the Oak

 7     Street off-ramp and down Sixth Street.  This will

 8     result in fewer delays, improved street operations,

 9     better mobility, and enhanced safety by reducing

10     Alameda-bound traffic within local neighborhoods.

11     Improving pedestrian and bicycle safety within the

12     corridor is a key project component.  The new routes

13     will divert freeway vehicle traffic from Seventh

14     street, thereby reducing regional traffic in local

15     neighborhoods and improving overall safety for

16     pedestrians and bicyclists.  This will create

17     opportunities for enhancements that will benefit those

18     who frequent Chinese Garden Park.  Accessibility will

19     be improved by constructing a continuous sidewalk

20     around the perimeter of the park.  The combination of

21     reduced regional traffic and roadway improvements will

22     improve overall safety for pedestrians and bicyclists

23     within the project area.

24                A number of safety features are included in

25     the project.  Some of the safety features include
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 1     restricting cars from turning on red to avoid bicycle

 2     and vehicle collisions, reducing pedestrian-crossing

 3     distances with installation of bulb-outs, removing two

 4     free right turns on Seventh Street, and constructing a

 5     pedestrian hybrid beacon at Seventh and Alice Street.

 6     Several existing one-way streets will be converted to

 7     two-way streets.  This will improve overall street

 8     operations.  Harrison Street will be converted to

 9     two-way travel between Sixth and Seventh streets.

10     Madison Street will be converted to two-way travel

11     between Fourth and Sixth streets.  Jackson Street will

12     be converted to one-way travel between Fifth and Sixth

13     streets.  Sixth Street will be converted to two-way

14     travel between Harrison and Broadway to enhance

15     connectivity between Chinatown and Jack London Square.

16                Sixth Street is a crucial corridor for local

17     and regional travel.  By removing the physical barrier

18     of the I-880 northbound Broadway off-ramp, segments of

19     Sixth Street can be reconnected to fill the existing

20     gap.  This will create a continuous roadway for

21     motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists.  The proposed

22     project will offer safe sanctuary for pedestrians and

23     bicycles through streetscape enhancements, such as

24     bicycle lanes, lighting, landscape features, and

25     sidewalks.
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 1                Today, bicyclists and pedestrians have

 2     limited options for traveling within the project area

 3     in Oakland.  The proposed project will provide a

 4     continuous sidewalk network within the project area,

 5     as shown in orange.  The west sidewalk on Jackson will

 6     be removed between Fifth and Sixth Street, as shown in

 7     green.  In addition, this proposed project will add

 8     one and a half miles of new bicycle facilities in the

 9     area, as shown by purple lines here.  These new bike

10     paths will connect to the current bicycle network in

11     Oakland and Alameda.

12                Additional improvements include a new

13     two-way cycle track to be constructed on Sixth Street

14     and Oak Street in Oakland.  A new dedicated bike path

15     located west of Harrison Street will connect to the

16     existing east walkway inside the Posey Tube by way of

17     a switchback ramp for bicyclists traveling from

18     Alameda to Oakland.  The west side walkway and Webster

19     Tube will be open and connect bicyclists traveling

20     from Oakland to Alameda.  This new Posey Tube

21     switchback will be elevated to provide protection for

22     pedestrians and bicyclists connecting to Harrison

23     Street.  This path connects to the existing Posey Tube

24     walkway to provide improved connectivity between

25     Alameda and Oakland.  The west walkway of the Webster
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 1     Tube will be widened and opened up to bicyclists and

 2     pedestrians.  This new walkway will connect Fourth

 3     Street in Oakland to Mariner Square Loop in Alameda.

 4                In Alameda, additional bicycle and

 5     pedestrian improvements are proposed.  At Mariner

 6     Square Loop, a widened path connecting the Webster

 7     Tube along Webster Street will connect to Mariner

 8     Square Loop, as shown in green.  A crosswalk will

 9     connect the Posey Tube stairs in the existing

10     pedestrian and bicycle path, as shown in blue.  There

11     will be crosswalks added at Mariner Square Loop,

12     Mariner Square Drive, and Webster Street for

13     connectivity, as shown in orange.  The existing path

14     connecting Neptune Park to the Posey Tube, shown in

15     red here, will be widened to a Class I bike facility.

16     There will be sidewalk extension on Mariner Square

17     Loop, as shown in dark blue.

18                As a result of all of these bicycle

19     improvements, the number of on-street parking removed

20     within the project limits in Oakland will be reduced.

21     There will be 25 parking spaces lost on Oak Street.

22     There will be 71 parking spaces removed on the newly

23     constructed Sixth Street.  There will be 32 parking

24     spaces removed around the Posey Tube.  There will be

25     35 parking spaces removed on Fifth Street.  There will
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 1     be additional Parking loss at Jackson and Madison

 2     street.  An additional 11 parking spaces will be

 3     created around the Chinese Garden Park.  The project

 4     team is currently working with the stakeholders to

 5     resolve parking loss impacts.

 6                So where are we today, and what happens

 7     next?  The project team has studied numerous concepts.

 8     And after the scoping meeting, we have refined those

 9     concepts based on stakeholder and public feedback.

10     Technical studies were performed as part of the

11     environmental review, and a proposed project has been

12     described in the environmental document.  The

13     environmental review resulted in the identification of

14     potential impacts as a result of the proposed project.

15     A summary of the project's impacts can be viewed on

16     the project website.

17                To date, the project has completed more than

18     270 meetings and workshops with stakeholders.

19     Comments will be compiled and addressed in the final

20     environmental document prepared as part of the project

21     approval process.  Additional project approvals,

22     including the concurrence on the individual Section

23     4(f) determination and a memorandum of agreement for

24     impacts to cultural resources will be obtained prior

25     to completion of the final environmental document.
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 1     These crucial steps are expected to be completed in

 2     summer 2021.

 3                Future steps after the project approval

 4     include final design and construction.  Construction

 5     is scheduled to begin in 2023 and end in 2026.

 6     Caltrans and Alameda County Transportation Commission

 7     will continue to engage project stakeholders and the

 8     general public in between these key milestones through

 9     meetings, ongoing electronic communications, the

10     project website, and social media.

11                Thank you for your interest in this

12     important transportation project for the region and

13     for our local community.  We are committed to keeping

14     you engaged and encourage your ongoing participation.

15     Visit the project website to sign up to receive

16     updates about the proposed project by e-mail or direct

17     mail, or to request project materials in another

18     language.  The public review period for the

19     environmental document will start on September 29th

20     and end on November 30th.  Be sure to send in your

21     comments on the environmental document by the posted

22     deadline.  Caltrans ensures that no person in the

23     state of California is excluded from participation in,

24     denied the benefits of, or otherwise subjected to

25     discrimination in Caltrans programs, policies,
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 1     procedures, activities, and services on the grounds of

 2     race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability.

 3                As a reminder, here are the ways you can

 4     submit comments or questions about this project.

 5                JAKE McMURTRY: I hope you found that video

 6     informative.  And as I mentioned previously, it's

 7     available on our project website:

 8     OaklandAlamedaAccessProject.com.  Many of you are

 9     watching this public hearing there live right now, and

10     there's a lot of great additional information on the

11     site that we hope you'll take a look at after the

12     evening is done.  There's a good overview of the

13     project, in addition to the video, where you can see

14     visual simulations of the proposed project.  You can

15     learn more about key stakeholders, about funding, and

16     a lot of other key topics, such as bicycle and

17     pedestrian considerations, funding, design,

18     environmental, traffic.  You can go there and download

19     a copy of the draft environmental document, and

20     there's a tab for you to leave a formal public

21     comment.  So we designed that site to be as accessible

22     as possible.  It's translated into four languages --

23     English, Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese -- and we

24     hope that you'll go give it a look.

25                So before we dive into your questions and
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 1     comments, which is why I'm sure you're all here, I

 2     wanted to quickly introduce our project leadership

 3     that's with us here tonight.

 4                We've got Michael Nguyen, who is the

 5     Caltrans Project Manager; Stefan Galvez, who is the

 6     Division Chief for the Division of Environmental

 7     Planning and Engineering.  We've got Wahida Rashid,

 8     who is a Senior Environmental Planner with Caltrans;

 9     and Susan Chang, who is our Alameda CTC Project

10     Manager.

11                So last step here, I would like to quickly

12     introduce our technical panel, who is going to be

13     fielding your questions.  I will have them introduce

14     themselves now.

15                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Hi, my name is Lindsay

16     Vivian, and I am the Caltrans Environmental Manager on

17     the Oakland Alameda Access Project.

18                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Hi, I'm Rodney Pimentel

19     with HNTB, and I am the Consultant Project Manager on

20     the Oakland Alameda Access Project.

21                CARIE MONTERO: Good evening.  I am Carie

22     Montero, and I'm with HNTB, and I am the consultant

23     environmental lead.

24                TERRY KLIM: Hello.  My name is Terry Klim.

25     I am with DKS Associates, and I am the traffic lead
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 1     for the project.

 2                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  So that's our

 3     panel who will be fielding your questions.

 4                I am going to take the first one here.  We

 5     had a question specifically to "Is there any reason

 6     why this talk is not being provided by Zoom with live

 7     question and answer via public speakers?  Thanks."

 8                So we are hosting this way instead of Zoom

 9     because it's truly a more equitable platform that's

10     accessible to everyone.  There's no passwords that

11     there can be with Zoom.  There's no learning curve to

12     understand the Zoom platform, which everyone is not

13     quite as comfortable with.  We wanted to be sure to

14     continue to have the critical element of live

15     questions, which you can provide either through the

16     "Chat" function or the phone number, as I mentioned

17     previously.  So we hope that your questions will come

18     in, and you just saw the folks that will be able to

19     answer them tonight.

20                So our first question for the technical

21     panel is going to go to Rodney.

22                Rodney, the question is "How will bike and

23     ped access work coming out of and going into the Posey

24     and Webster tubes in Oakland?"

25                RODNEY PIMENTEL: So both the Posey and
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 1     Webster tube will have bike access, and both of those

 2     access routes will connect up with Fourth Street in

 3     Oakland.  There will be a new access created along

 4     Harrison Street that will provide a separated Class I

 5     bike route that will go up to Sixth street.  And then,

 6     as you saw on the video presentation previously, there

 7     will be a cycle track then -- a two-way cycle track on

 8     Sixth street so you can then travel down Sixth Street

 9     to Oak Street and then go up another cycle track up

10     Oak Street to the Lake Merritt BART Station.

11                So, again, you'll be separated the entire

12     way, so it'll be a very safe way to travel on a

13     bicycle to the Lake Merritt BART station.

14                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

15                Our next question is going to go to Carie.

16                Carie, it says "Can you show the impacts to

17     the historic western Posey Tube wall due to the new

18     left-turn pocket.  There is no info in the DEIR.

19     Thanks."

20                CARIE MONTERO: Thanks, Jake.

21                So the Posey Tube portal building will be

22     impacted.  There is going to be a portion of the

23     eastern retaining wall that will be impacted and that

24     will be demolished for construction, and that's for

25     the new right turn lane on Fifth Street.
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 1                Then there's a portion of the western

 2     approach wall, a staircase, an existing sidewalk, and

 3     a curb around the portal building on the western

 4     approach that would also be demolished.  We don't have

 5     a sim of that in a simulate -- simulization (verbatim)

 6     photo of that in the DEIR, but we can certainly look

 7     at putting that into that as we go through the

 8     comments.  Thank you.

 9                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Carie.

10                Continuing on, Terry Klim, this is coming to

11     you.

12                "Is 428 Alice going to be able to go left

13     and right on Fifth Street as promised?  One image

14     shows this, and another doesn't."

15                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, Jake, yeah, the answer --

16     short answer is, yes, They will be able to turn left

17     or right coming out of the garage driveway.  It'll be

18     two way from that point over to Harrison Street.  So,

19     yeah, our apologize -- or our apologies if it's

20     unclear in some of the exhibits.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Terry.

22                Next question, Rodney, still on bicycle and

23     pedestrians.

24                "How would cyclist or pedestrians get to

25     Lake Merritt BART from the two walk-bike paths from
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 1     and to Alameda and Oakland?"

 2                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, like we talked about

 3     before, to Lake Merritt BART Station, you can access

 4     the new crossing that will connect both of the tubes

 5     together and go up to Sixth Street and access it that

 6     way; or if you wanted to go the other way and, for

 7     instance, to access the Amtrak BART Station, you can

 8     go south as well on Webster and Franklin to go down to

 9     Third Street or you can take the cycle track on Oak

10     Street all the way to Third Street.

11                So, really, from a bicycle and pedestrian

12     travel, you really have access in all directions with

13     this project.

14                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Rodney.

15                Carie, another one for you.

16                "How can Oakland Heritage participate in the

17     memorandum of agreement with the SHPO?  Thanks."

18                CARIE MONTERO: So because we are having an

19     adverse effect to a national registered historic

20     eligible and a -- and a listed property, we are going

21     through the Section 106 process for the NRHPA

22     (verbatim), the National Historic Preservation Act.

23     And part of that process is to develop a Finding of

24     Effect document.  Once we complete that Finding of

25     Effect, we'll move to a memorandum of agreement to
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 1     work out resolution of those adverse effects.

 2                We will be sending out, later this month, a

 3     letter to interested stakeholders that have previously

 4     indicated interest on their comments and their ideas

 5     about appropriate resolution for these adverse

 6     effects.  Oakland Heritage Commission, if they're not

 7     on our list currently, can write in to us and write us

 8     a letter, send us an e-mail, put a formal comment in

 9     here on this website, or leave a phone message with

10     some ideas about how they would like to see the

11     project resolve its adverse effects through that

12     memorandum of agreement with the State Historic

13     Preservation Officer and Caltrans.

14                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.

15                A couple of comments have come in that I

16     wanted to read.

17                First, from the Chinese neighborhood

18     community members, the comment is "This will help the

19     traffic coming out from Alameda and providing

20     pedestrian and traffic safety in Chinatown."

21                I also have another comment here from Bike

22     East Bay:  "Sixth Street is a Plan B.  We want a

23     bikeway on Seventh Street as part of a separate

24     project."

25                Okay.  Next question.  Terry, this is coming
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 1     to you.

 2                "Currently, most traffic to Alameda from San

 3     Francisco, et cetera, exits at Broadway -- means

 4     Adeline -- and uses Fifth street like a freeway.  That

 5     won't change, will it?"

 6                TERRY KLIM: No, it will not as part of this

 7     project.  That access point will remain the same.

 8     Certainly, that is something that maybe the City of

 9     Oakland can look at in terms of addressing the traffic

10     flow along Fifth.  But for this project, that will not

11     change.

12                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

13                Rodney, this next one is for you.

14                "During construction, for how long will the

15     980 flyover exit to Jackson and Second be closed?"

16                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Jackson and Second.

17                So for the -- you're talking about the

18     Jackson Street off-ramp, I assume.  So for the -- in

19     order to construct the horseshoe and move the Jackson

20     Street off-ramp in order to make the improvements

21     which we kind of call "the core project," that will

22     take about 18 months.  So for 18 months, there will be

23     an impact to passageway on the Posey Tube, and there

24     will be night work scheduled in order to minimize

25     traffic so that, during the commute hours, there
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 1     wouldn't be any impacts to people commuting in and out

 2     of Alameda.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Rodney.

 4                Next comment has come in.  Let's see.  This

 5     is also from the Chinatown neighborhood community

 6     members just saying that "I do hope this project can

 7     improve the traffic jam in Chinatown."

 8                All right.  Terry, we have another one for

 9     you.  "Can you provide details on how traffic will

10     flow from Jack London via Jackson Street onto

11     Northbound I-880?"

12                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, that access really

13     doesn't change from what is there now.  You'll be able

14     to travel north on Jackson up to what is going to

15     become its intersection with Sixth, and you'll be

16     allowed to turn left onto the on-ramp or onto Sixth,

17     heading towards Broadway downtown and the Webster Tube

18     as well.  So it's really the same maneuver as you see

19     now: northbound Sixth and a left turn onto the

20     on-ramp.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Great.  Thanks.

22                Another comment has come in.  This time from

23     the Oakland Chinatown Chamber of Commerce.

24                It says, "This will help the traffic coming

25     out from Alameda and providing pedestrian and traffic
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 1     safety in Chinatown."

 2                Okay.  The next question is for you again,

 3     Rodney.  This is from that same Chinatown neighborhood

 4     community members group.

 5                "How do you improve pedestrian access from

 6     Chinatown to Jack London Square?"

 7                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, that's a very good

 8     question.  So there's several different routes.

 9     There's existing routes that will be maintained from

10     Chinatown to Jack London Square.  And most of the

11     improvements are going to be made by making the

12     crosswalk shorter.  So, for instance, on Broadway,

13     there will be significant additions to make bulb-outs

14     and shorter crosswalks to be able to make that

15     passageway along Broadway much, much better and safer

16     for pedestrians.  There will also be a new Class I

17     facility built on Harrison Street parallel to the

18     Posey Tube.  So that'll be a totally separated

19     facility, and it will be very, very safe and lit so

20     that it'll be a new access to -- from Chinatown to

21     Jack London Square.

22                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

23                Okay.  Lindsay, we're coming to you this

24     time.

25                "Why bike/ped lanes in tubes?  Cyclists and
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 1     pedestrians don't use tubes due to filth from car

 2     exhaust."

 3                LINDSAY VIVIAN: That's a great question.

 4     And, currently, our plan is to expand the maintenance

 5     path in the Webster Tube to allow for one-way

 6     pedestrian and bicyclist access from Alameda into

 7     Oakland, and then, also, opening up and maintaining --

 8     excuse me -- maintaining bicyclist and pedestrian

 9     access in the Posey Tube.

10                And we recognize that these are interim and

11     short-term improvements being planned as part of this

12     project to improve bicyclist connectivity and

13     pedestrian connectivity between Oakland and Alameda.

14                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.

15                Carie, can you weigh in a little bit on the

16     air quality aspects of this question?

17                CARIE MONTERO: Yes, I can, thank you.

18                So our air quality studies, overall, found

19     that greenhouse gas emissions will stay steady or

20     slightly decrease with this project.  That's partly

21     due to increases in technology.  But with all the

22     additional bike and pedestrian components of this

23     project, we do expect that that could realize some

24     benefits and encourage more people to get out of their

25     vehicles and walk and bike more between Alameda and
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 1     Oakland and within Oakland and Alameda as well.  So we

 2     could see some reduction from that.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Great.  Thanks,

 4     Carie.

 5                So -- okay.  Our next question here is going

 6     to go to Rodney.

 7                Rodney, "What's the plan for lighting under

 8     the freeway to enable strengthened connections between

 9     Chinatown and Jack London?"

10                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, thank you, Jake.

11                Yeah, so one of the -- one of the major

12     components of the project is to try to improve both

13     the walkability and safety underneath the I-880

14     freeway.  We'll be working very, very closely with the

15     City of Oakland and the Jack London District and

16     Chinatown to make these improvements.  But currently

17     as planned, all the sidewalks underneath the freeway

18     will be replaced, and there will be pedestrian-scale

19     lighting added to really illuminate that area and make

20     it much, much safe, and more inviting for people

21     traveling back and forth between Chinatown and Jack

22     London Square.

23                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

24                All right.  Another comment to read here.

25     This one from Bike Walk Alameda.
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 1                "The new path in the Webster Tube is

 2     substandard and won't attract new users."

 3                Next question is going to come to you,

 4     Terry.

 5                "Will the Sixth Street traffic lights be

 6     guaranteed" -- and "guaranteed" is in all caps --

 7     "Will there be guaranteed time to improve vehicle

 8     traffic?  That is Oakland's responsibility."

 9                TERRY KLIM: Well, you are correct.  That is

10     going to be up to the City of Oakland on how they time

11     those signals.  I think it is in, you know, interest

12     to maintain that flow of traffic because then you'll

13     sort of discourage others from trying to go other

14     routes through the city of Oakland to get to and from

15     the tube.  So -- but, you know, it's -- we cannot say

16     there will be a guarantee that that's the case.  That

17     is what our assumption at this point to maintain the

18     flow of traffic along Sixth.

19                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Don't go anywhere,

20     Terry.  We're coming right back to you.

21                "How do you improve the traffic jam in

22     Oakland to and from Alameda?"

23                TERRY KLIM: Well, again, the focus of this

24     project is to try and take a lot of the traffic out of

25     Chinatown area with direct access to the northbound
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 1     880 on-ramp so people aren't sort of going around that

 2     cycle track up to -- up Harrison, to Seventh, and then

 3     back down Jackson.  They'll have the more direct route

 4     by using the horseshoe.

 5                Also, with the extension of Sixth providing

 6     access to the Webster Tube, people from the freeway

 7     can use Sixth to get straight down to Webster instead

 8     of exiting and having to either exit at Oak, going up

 9     to Eighth and coming down Webster or along Fourth and

10     to Broadway.  They'll have a more direct route.  Or if

11     they're exiting at Broadway, they also still have to

12     loop around, often into the Chinatown area by going up

13     Broadway to Seventh, then back down on Webster.  So

14     with Sixth, they have a much more direct route to get

15     the Webster.  It avoids going through the heart of

16     Chinatown.

17                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Terry.  Let's

18     see if we can give you a little break here.

19                Rodney, "Can the Oak Street cycle be built

20     first?"

21                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yes, definitely, it could

22     be built first.  The main construction sequencing

23     issue, though, is that with the cycle track being

24     built on Oak Street, the -- there's currently a

25     two-way couplet.  There's a Class II lane on Oak
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 1     Street going north and a Class II lane on Madison

 2     going south.  As part of the project, part of that

 3     Class II bike lane will be removed on Madison because

 4     of the cycle track.  So it would be important to make

 5     sure it's staged correctly so that it be constructed

 6     on Oak Street before any impacts to the Class II bike

 7     lanes on Madison.  So, yes, it could be built early;

 8     but we just need to make sure that it's sequenced

 9     correctly.

10                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

11                Lindsay, it sounds as though you wanted to

12     clarify your earlier answer about bikes and peds in

13     the tubes.

14                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Yes, I just -- I wanted to

15     apologize.  I had the directions of the Webster and

16     Posey tubes flip-flopped, and so -- with the Webster

17     tubes carrying traffic from Oakland to Alameda.  And

18     then the Posey Tube carries traffic, of course, from

19     Alameda into Oakland.  So I apologize for my error

20     there.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: No problem.  Happens to the

22     best of us.

23                All right.  Let me ask another question here

24     of Terry.

25                Terry, this is from the Chinatown
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 1     neighborhood community members.

 2                It says "I agree to improve traffic in

 3     Chinatown.  But how do you improve traffic from the

 4     freeway to the tube?"

 5                TERRY KLIM: I'll try and answer this.  Make

 6     sure I understand the question correctly.

 7                But, well, again, with Sixth Street and --

 8     going back to an earlier question about the signal

 9     timing along Sixth -- what we're trying to do is

10     create a direct route for people getting to the

11     Webster Tube so they do not have to travel through on

12     other local streets.  So a lot of that is going to be

13     with -- the signal timing is going to be important to

14     get the progression along that, make it flow as well

15     as possible.  Certainly, there's a balance there once

16     you get to the Sixth and Webster intersection with

17     traffic coming out of Oakland, who is also trying to

18     access the Webster Tube.

19                But that's the primary thing is pulling the

20     traffic, that regional traffic, out of the

21     neighborhood areas is going to be the key benefit of

22     this project.

23                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Terry.

24                Rodney, this one's for you.

25                "Will the project address the proposed
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 1     estuary bridge between Oakland and Alameda, which has

 2     more than 200 signatures in support?"

 3                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, yeah, thank you for

 4     that question.

 5                As Lindsay, you know, had pointed out that,

 6     you know, any improvements in the tubes are really

 7     interim solution, I think the estuary crossing bridge

 8     is really a long-term and an ultimate solution that

 9     has a lot of support both from Oakland and from

10     Alameda.

11                Alameda CTC funded, in 2009, the estuary

12     crossing study, which looked at several different

13     alternatives; one of them including a bridge.  And we

14     actually just recently completed another update to

15     that study that looked at a more refined set of

16     alternatives for some solutions to crossing the

17     estuary.

18                I think, you know, the good news is we've

19     been working really closely with the Coast Guard, with

20     the City of Oakland, Alameda, and all of the bicycle

21     groups.  It's a great project, but it is a different

22     project.  And our project, you know, is really an

23     interim solution; And that is definitely a long-term

24     solution that I think a lot of people are excited

25     about.
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 1                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Rodney.

 2     Another one coming your way.

 3                "I see how this helps Chinatown but not

 4     Alameda.  Does this plan address the high-density

 5     development happening in Alameda?"

 6                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, this -- you know,

 7     again, projects are very -- it's very challenging to

 8     solve all the problems and please everybody.  This

 9     project is a great project for Alameda.  It's taken

10     into consideration all of the future growth out at

11     Alameda Point for all of our travel demand modeling.

12     You know, this project is a great, you know, project

13     for Jack London Square.  We're making a lot of new

14     connections and improving access underneath I-880.

15     It's a great project for Chinatown, obviously, taking

16     all of the traffic out of local streets and really

17     improving safety.  You know, this is a great project

18     for Caltrans, too, because they have a new mission to

19     really improve and make projects safe for -- safer for

20     the traveling public, especially on local streets.

21                So, yes, this project does, you know,

22     address the growth in Alameda.  But, you know, it

23     really solves a lot of long-term plans for a lot of

24     these different communities.

25                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Rodney, I hope
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 1     you got a bottle of water there because we're coming

 2     to you again.  This one is from the Chinatown

 3     neighborhood community members.

 4                "Many parking meters are yellow for loading

 5     in the morning on Seventh and Tenth.  Will parking be

 6     impacted?"

 7                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, we did do a parking

 8     study within the project footprint.  No yellow zones

 9     would be impacted by the project.  So for loading and

10     unloading for businesses, they would not be impacted.

11                Again, our project just goes up to Seventh

12     Street, you know, between Oak Street and Harrison and

13     then along Sixth Street.  So that we definitely would

14     not have any impacts to Tenth street or any of the

15     businesses within the Chinatown proper.

16                JAKE McMURTRY: Yet another one for you,

17     sir.  Let's see.  Oh, I just lost it on my screen.  I

18     had it.  Ah, yes.

19                "Will bike/ped through the Webster Tube be

20     completed before the Posey Tube is closed to

21     bike/ped?"

22                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yes, that would be the

23     plan.  It would be one of the initial phases of work

24     to be able to construct the pathway in the Webster

25     Tube first.
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 1                Again, to elaborate on Lindsay's answer, you

 2     know, there is no emergency access out of the Webster

 3     Tube like there is in a Posey Tube.  So as you know,

 4     you know, driving out of the Alameda and the Posey

 5     Tube, there's signs and there's little stairways.  So

 6     if you're in a disabled vehicle, you can get out onto

 7     the walkway.  Those similar treatments will be done in

 8     the Webster Tube.  So from an emergency standpoint and

 9     from a bicycle/pedestrian connectivity standpoint, it

10     will be done first before any work is done in the

11     Posey Tube so that connectivity will always be

12     maintained.

13                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Great.

14                So with this virtual setting, the questions

15     come rapid-fire because we don't have to walk the

16     microphone from person to person, so we're getting a

17     lot done there.

18                I wanted to take just a second to reset.

19     For those that may have joined late and aren't quite

20     sure how to get in on the fun, we've got two ways for

21     you to provide your input during tonight's hearing: by

22     chat and by phone.

23                If you're not familiar with it, the "Chat"

24     function is where it says "Ask a Question" on your

25     screen, which will be off to the right, most likely,
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 1     for desktop and laptop users and below the stream that

 2     you're watching for those using mobile devices.

 3                You can also call (510) 880-4195.  You'll be

 4     prompted to select your preferred language, and then

 5     you can press "4," and your question or comment will

 6     be relayed to our technical panelists through me.

 7                Another keynote:  We do have interpreters

 8     standing by who speak Chinese, Spanish, and

 9     Vietnamese.  We don't want language to be a barrier to

10     getting your input, so please do call, and we can get

11     your questions translated so they can be answered

12     here.

13                Again, that note, we're going to do our best

14     to answer everyone's questions and read out your

15     comments by the end of the evening tonight at 7:30.

16     Depending on the number of questions and comments we

17     get, we might not be able to respond to all of them,

18     but all of your questions and comments will be

19     documented by a court reporter as part of this public

20     hearing.

21                Okay.  Let's jump back into your questions

22     here.

23                Okay.  Carie, "How does the project address

24     sea level rise, particularly the future forecasting

25     inundation of the tubes?"
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 1                CARIE MONTERO: Thank you, Jake.

 2                So based on our modeling, the project, in

 3     some locations, is potentially susceptible to sea

 4     level rise inundation.  And those areas, in

 5     particular, are around the low-lying areas around

 6     Alameda, especially around the Portal.

 7                Our project looked at a number of different

 8     types of resilient, adaptive measures, such as raising

 9     the roadway.  We looked at levees.  We looked at

10     inflatable dams.  We looked at raising the lighting

11     within the tube.  The lights were already as high

12     as -- they're high as they could be for the predicted

13     inundation.  So the design life for the project is

14     2077.  And by that time, we do expect some low-lying

15     areas to be -- to experience some flooding.

16                We did look at what the potential costs

17     would be to implement some of the solutions that I

18     suggested.  We did a cost benefit analysis, and we

19     looked at the other potential environmental impacts

20     for adding those kinds of components to the project.

21     And when we added in the additional project footprint

22     and the additional environmental impacts, we

23     determined that the project would have a greater

24     impact in the environment by incorporating those

25     resiliency measures.
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 1                So at this time we're not incorporating

 2     those measures.  However, the project design that we

 3     have put forth in the draft environmental document

 4     would not preclude any of the plans, both on the

 5     Alameda side, as well as on the Oakland side, that

 6     both cities have put into place to address resiliency

 7     measures and plans.  And so our project is not in

 8     conflict and does not pose any challenges for

 9     implementing those components, nor does our project

10     conflict with the Caltrans Maintenance Plan for the

11     Posey and Webster tubes.

12                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Carie.

13                Let me read a few comments that have come

14     in.  The first one here says "I thought water ferries

15     were the 2009 number one priority for Alameda and

16     Oakland, not a bridge."

17                Next one is "This project will help traffic

18     in and out of Alameda.  More transit bike/ped use will

19     reduce island traffic."

20                And the last one of these -- let's see -- is

21     from the Chinatown neighborhood community members.

22     "Like the improvements, particularly the pedestrian

23     safety measures.  Even better is less driving."

24                Okay.  Rodney, question for you.

25                It says "It's good for Alameda.  No parking
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 1     impact there.  But I'm concerned about parking in

 2     Oakland."

 3                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, thanks, Jake.

 4                Yeah, there is quite a bit of a parking

 5     impact in Oakland, and there is no parking impact in

 6     Alameda.  Part of that is due to the bicycle and

 7     pedestrian improvements.  Fortunately, in Alameda, we

 8     had areas where we can construct new Class I bicycle

 9     facilities that were off-street, so we didn't have to

10     impact any parking.

11                As everyone knows, in Oakland it's very,

12     very dense, and there was just not the right-of-way to

13     construct those facilities without impacting parking.

14     So the project would displace a little over 150

15     parking spaces in Oakland, mainly along Oak Street and

16     Sixth Street.  The good thing is there is a lot of

17     excess parking underneath the I-880 freeway.  And the

18     City of Oakland has been in discussions with Caltrans

19     to look at making that parking available to both

20     businesses and the residents who live in that area.

21     So there are plans in the works to utilize that extra

22     capacity.  And, again, our project would tie into

23     those opportunities via all of the cross streets so

24     that we would have driveway access and lighting to be

25     able to complement that additional parking.
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 1                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

 2                Terry, this is coming over to you.

 3                "Did you study the impact of traffic coming

 4     to Chinatown to shop?"

 5                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, the traffic forecast used

 6     in this study and all the analysis do take into

 7     account the range of trip types.  So whether it's work

 8     related, shopping, recreational trips, those are all

 9     included in the forecast or used in the analysis.

10                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, another one

11     for you.

12                "Would the left turn from Broadway into the

13     Webster Tube be closed off and replaced with a left

14     turn onto Sixth street?"

15                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yes, so as part of the

16     safety improvements at Broadway and Fifth and Broadway

17     at Sixth, there would be temporary closures that would

18     be needed in order to construct start improvements;

19     but traffic could easily be detoured in that area in

20     order to accommodate those improvements.

21                And, again, just like the sequencing with

22     the bike path on Oak Street, we would be looking very

23     carefully at all of the traffic impacts during

24     construction to make sure that traffic is always

25     flowing and has access to all points in the area.
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 1                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, another one

 2     for you.

 3                "How long will each tube be closed for

 4     construction?

 5                RODNEY PIMENTEL: So if people who live in

 6     Alameda, as I do, remember the construction in the

 7     Posey Tube when they replaced the handrails, so that

 8     work that was done was 120 working days.  So, roughly,

 9     six months.  And so we anticipate that the closures in

10     the Webster Tube will be about the same.

11                Again, there wouldn't be impacts during the

12     commute hours.  Just like with the Posey Tube, the

13     work would be done at night.  So the tube would be

14     closed between 10:00 at night and 5:00 in the morning.

15     And then during that time, you would have to use the

16     Park Street or any of the other bridges.

17                But then for the improvements in the Posey

18     Tube, the construction is a little bit more

19     significant, you know, on the Oakland side.  So we

20     anticipate the construction would take about 18 months

21     for that work there.  And, again, all the work

22     associated with the tube would be done between 10:00

23     at night and 5:00 in the morning.  So, again, it

24     wouldn't impact any of the daily commuters; and then

25     people would have to use those additional routes.
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 1                Again, we're hoping to do all the work in

 2     the Webster Tube first and make sure that's open

 3     before any works in the Posey Tube, again, to minimize

 4     impact.  But, again, we'll be studying all of the

 5     construction impacts to traffic as part of the design

 6     phase.

 7                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  I had another comment

 8     here I want to acknowledge.

 9                This one says "I live in Alameda and work in

10     Oakland Asian Health.  The project will make in and

11     out of Chinatown easier."

12                Okay.  Lindsay, we have another question for

13     you.

14                "How will unhoused folks who live under 880

15     be aided in relocation?"

16                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Thank you.  That's a great

17     question.  And, currently, Caltrans has a number of

18     procedures in place when it comes time to displacing

19     individuals who are unsheltered; and we have a number

20     of unsheltered encampments within our right-of-way

21     across the state.  And for this project, we will need

22     to relocate an unsheltered population, again, within

23     our right-of-way, including some community homes that

24     have been provided by the City of Oakland.  And we'll

25     coordinate with the City of Oakland, the California
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 1     Highway Patrol, and our maintenance division to

 2     provide adequate noticing for these individuals prior

 3     to doing any relocation within the Caltrans state

 4     right-of-way.

 5                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Lindsay.

 6                Okay.  From one big topic to another,

 7     Rodney, "How will the Oakland Alameda Access Project

 8     be able to survive the 'big one,' an earthquake of 9.0

 9     or greater magnitude?"

10                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, that's a very, very

11     good question.  And if anyone was around for the --

12     during the collapse of the Cypress structure, I'm sure

13     people are concerned.  But all of the structures for

14     the Oakland Alameda Access Project would be designed

15     to the current seismic design criteria.  And the most

16     important, you know, aspect of that criteria is that

17     there wouldn't be any collapse in these structures.

18     Structures, you know, have a certain duration that

19     they need to be able to put back into service.  And so

20     we would be following all the latest criteria for

21     that.  But the structure would be -- the project would

22     be designed to the latest code, so we wouldn't have to

23     worry about the "big one."

24                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Rodney.

25                All right.  Terry, another traffic question
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 1     for you.

 2                "Will this project do anything to improve

 3     traffic flow on Jackson between Fourth and Fifth,

 4     which is important for flow onto northbound 880?"

 5                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, really, the benefits on

 6     Jackson, or what's occurring out at Sixth and Jackson,

 7     and cleaning up some of that, with the horseshoe,

 8     we'll be taking away a lot of that southbound Jackson

 9     traffic that now circles around and cuts onto the

10     on-ramp and actually backs things up.  They'll have

11     that horseshoe, which gives them more direct access.

12     So people going northbound on Jackson, they will have

13     a green light, a left-turn arrow, where they can get

14     directly onto the ramp.  Also, as part of the

15     modification, southbound Jackson will be a right-turn

16     only.  So they'll even have the benefit of, when they

17     have green, they'll be able to turn -- left turn

18     freely onto the ramp.  So that should improve the flow

19     all up and down Jackson, including between Fourth and

20     Fifth and then Fifth to Sixth as well.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: All Right.  Thanks.

22                Rodney, this is a follow-up question on the

23     bike/ped bridge you mentioned.

24                That person wants to know "How can we view

25     the refined bike bridge study that you mentioned?"
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 1                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Oh, well, that's a very

 2     good study.  We were hoping to have it actually

 3     released by now.  We've been working very closely with

 4     the Port of Oakland and with the Coast Guard to get,

 5     you know, their concurrence on the design.  We were

 6     able to get the Port of Oakland.  The Coast Guard is

 7     very, very close to sending us a letter.  They have

 8     assured us that we're going to get it very soon.  And

 9     as soon as we do have that letter, then the City of

10     Alameda will be releasing that study.  So it'll be on

11     their website.  It'll also be on the Alameda CTC

12     website so the public can view it at that time.

13                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Another one for you,

14     Rodney.

15                "What is the point of the proposed two-block

16     bike lane on Fifth Street between Jackson and Oak?  We

17     need bike lanes on Seventh Street."

18                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, that's a really good

19     question.  You know, and, again, we're working very

20     closely with the City of Oakland and Bike East Bay on

21     connectivity.  Right now we're trying to get people to

22     the new cycle track on Oak Street, so really that's

23     the intention of everything traveling to the east.

24     But, you know, if the City of Oakland or Bike Walk

25     East -- or Bike East Bay have the concerns with it,
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 1     again, it's just paint; and it can be changed at any

 2     time during the design process.  So we'll be working

 3     very closely with all of the different stakeholders as

 4     we refine the design and make sure that all these

 5     issues are addressed.

 6                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

 7                Let me acknowledge another comment here.

 8                This says "Alameda needs automobile access.

 9     Bike and pedestrian are secondary."

10                Terry, a question for you.

11                "I like the idea of a Jackson horseshoe, but

12     will it slow down traffic inside the tube?"

13                TERRY KLIM: Well, the idea of the horseshoe

14     is actually to provide for a smoother flow for that

15     traffic coming through the Posey Tube and headed

16     towards the northbound 880 on-ramp.  So if you think

17     about the peaks right now, in the A.M. peak, you

18     already have stop-and-go traffic throughout that tube.

19     The idea here with the horseshoe is that traffic's

20     going to be able to flow without going through traffic

21     signals, without going through Chinatown.  So it'll be

22     a smoother flow.

23                And part of this project is also to slow

24     traffic through the tubes.  There are various measures

25     being taken, including a reduction in the speed limit,
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 1     to slow that traffic as it comes out of the Posey Tube

 2     and into the neighborhood on the Oakland side.  So

 3     that's even part of the project is to try and slow

 4     down people coming through that tube.

 5                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

 6                Lindsay, we have a pretty straightforward

 7     one here for you.

 8                "Who is responsible for the proposed

 9     project?"

10                LINDSAY VIVIAN: The Alameda County

11     Transportation Commission is the project sponsor, and

12     they are providing funding for this Oakland Alameda

13     Access Project.

14                Caltrans, we are the leads under the

15     National Environmental Policy Act and the California

16     Environmental Quality Act, And we are responsible for

17     ensuring environmental compliance with myriad

18     environmental laws on this transportation project.

19     And we are also working in close partnership with the

20     cities of Oakland and Alameda as this project is

21     developed and continues through design and

22     construction.  And this project also involves a number

23     of other stakeholders in the region.

24                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

25                Rodney, "Why did you leave the bike/ped
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 1     improvements on Fourth Street between the new Webster

 2     path and the Harrison new path out?"

 3                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, they're not left

 4     out.  They're in there, so there will be a continuous

 5     sidewalk between the Posey and the Webster tubes, as

 6     well as a bike route.  We Still have to determine the

 7     exact type of bike route, but there will be a

 8     connection so you can travel between both the Posey

 9     and the Webster tubes both on the Oakland side and on

10     the Alameda side.

11                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

12                Terry, "Will this project fix the weave

13     between those going to 980 and those taking the

14     on-ramp?

15                TERRY KLIM: This project does directly

16     address that.  It is something that we're very aware

17     of.  We did look at some options for maybe addressing

18     that.  All of those do really impact the footprint of

19     the freeway through downtown Oakland, which was kind

20     of counter to the objectives of this study.

21                And going back to a point Rodney made

22     earlier about addressing certain things and the

23     project growing, so we're trying to focus on some of

24     that access to and from the freeway between Alameda

25     and Oakland and the freeways.  But, certainly, that is
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 1     something we're very aware of but are not addressing

 2     as part of this project.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Terry.

 4                I wanted to pause really quickly just to

 5     reset a couple of pieces of key information.

 6                So your comments and questions tonight will

 7     not be considered formal comments and will not be part

 8     of the final environmental document.  However, your

 9     input tonight is going to help us shape the

10     development of the proposed project.  And tonight's

11     public hearing, including your questions and comments,

12     will be transcribed by a court reporter and be part of

13     the project record.

14                If you would like to submit a formal comment

15     which would be part of that final environmental

16     document, we've got four ways that we hope you'll take

17     advantage of:  You can mail a letter or comment card

18     to Caltrans District 4, Attention: Lindsay Vivian,

19     Office of Environmental Analysis.  You can e-mail your

20     comments to Oakland.Alameda.Access@dot.ca.gov.  You

21     can make a comment on the project website, or you can

22     call the project phone number (510) 880-4195, select

23     your preferred language, and then press "2" to leave a

24     voicemail.  Please be sure to speak clearly and slowly

25     because those voicemail comments and questions are
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 1     going to be transcribed as formal comments.

 2                And then a key note here, you've got to

 3     include your name and zip code for the formal comment

 4     to be valid.  And you can use any of those methods all

 5     the way up to the end of the public comment period on

 6     November 30th.

 7                All right.  So a question for Rodney.

 8     Another straightforward.

 9                "Why is it taking so long to get this

10     project through?"

11                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Thanks, Jake.

12                This is probably one of the more complicated

13     projects that Alameda CTC has undertaken and that

14     Caltrans has participated in.  The project was

15     originally envisioned back in, like, in the early

16     '80s.  But it got some legs in the '90s, and then it

17     got some more legs in the 2000s.  So it's taken a long

18     time to reach consensus.

19                Because the project is so complicated and

20     involves so many different stakeholders, I think

21     that's one of the main challenges that the project has

22     had.  Luckily, with this last effort, Alameda CTC has

23     held -- and we just added them up.  There's 324

24     stakeholder workshops that we've had in order to shape

25     this project and understand all of the issues.  So
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 1     we've done a very good job of making sure we're

 2     listening to everybody on this time around.  And,

 3     hopefully, with your comment and your participation,

 4     we're going to have a wonderful project that's going

 5     to go to construction in a few years.

 6                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

 7                Carie, I'm going to ask for your help here.

 8     We have some folks that are wondering why the comments

 9     submitted tonight are not part of the final

10     environmental document.

11                Can you explain that nuance?

12                CARIE MONTERO: Yes.  Thank you, Jake.

13                So just to be clear, comments submitted on

14     the project's website either via e-mail or through the

15     comment card form or left on the phone mail system

16     will be considered formal comments for the public

17     hearing.  But just as in-person public hearing, when

18     you would come into the hearing and you would maybe

19     see a presentation and circulate around to poster

20     boards and have discussions with various panelists and

21     staff members sitting at those -- or standing at those

22     poster boards, those comments that you -- and the

23     conversations that you have are not considered a

24     formal part -- they're not considered formal comments.

25     So in order to lodge your formal comment, we're going
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 1     to need your name and your zip code.  And that's all

 2     prompted on the comment for -- the comment card form

 3     on the project website, on the voicemail system; and

 4     then, also, we capture some of that information if you

 5     would send us an e-mail.

 6                Now, after the meeting is finished, the

 7     entire transcript of this meeting will be transcribed

 8     by a court reporter; and that court reporter

 9     transcription will be included as part of the final

10     environmental document.  And in the final

11     environmental document, we will also be summarizing

12     from that transcription -- although you can read it in

13     full, we will be summarizing in the environmental

14     document the kinds and types of questions and comments

15     that we receive tonight in this evening's public

16     hearing.

17                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.  I clearly

18     couldn't have explained it that well myself.

19                I have a question for Terry this time.

20                "How will removal of the Broadway off-ramp

21     improve traffic?"

22                TERRY KLIM: That is a good question.

23                It is a little counterintuitive to take away

24     a ramp and thinking it's going to improve traffic, but

25     really what that does is it allows for the extension
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 1     of Sixth sort of to complete the network in downtown,

 2     creating some new connections and more direct

 3     connections for the flow of traffic, as well as

 4     pedestrians and cyclists.  So that's really the key to

 5     that is by having that new connection along Sixth,

 6     routes are a little more direct and you can pull

 7     traffic out of, you know, some of the neighborhood

 8     areas and improve overall flow.

 9                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Terry.

10                While we wait for the next question to come

11     in, if some of those nuances aren't making sense about

12     formal versus informal comments, please feel free to

13     ask again.  We can put the slide information up.

14                Another key point here is that the recording

15     of this meeting will be available shortly after, And

16     you'll be able to watch this at your own speed.  You

17     can pause it on those slides that we've created that

18     show the specific addresses, website, e-mail address,

19     and so on.  So we want to make sure you understand to

20     have your voice heard as part of the formal process.

21                So here is another follow-up along those

22     same lines.

23                This one, I think, is going to come to you,

24     Lindsay, which is "Why did you not set this up for

25     formal comments?"
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 1                LINDSAY VIVIAN: That's a great question,

 2     and I'm going to have to get back to you on that.

 3     I'll follow up momentarily.

 4                JAKE McMURTRY: Sure.  Sorry to catch you

 5     off guard.  It's a pretty specific question and, I

 6     think, tied up a lot in what Carie was saying and what

 7     I was saying.

 8                So, Carie, do you want to try to provide a

 9     little more nuance on that and an explanation of why

10     this specific public hearing -- the questions and

11     comments here -- are not formal?

12                CARIE MONTERO: Sure.

13                So the project website is set up for formal

14     comments, and you can leave that comment on a comment

15     card, you can call in, you can send it to the website.

16     And that's how, during the public hearing, you would

17     leave a formal comment.  The "Chat" feature, that is

18     equivalent to walking around the room and having a

19     conversation with someone.  Those comments would not

20     be considered formal comments.  So just to be clear,

21     we are taking formal comments this evening, and

22     there's a multitude of ways to lodge those formal

23     comments.  And we are, again, transcribing the

24     comments that we are receiving through the process

25     through the entire evening, throughout the entire
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 1     process of this public hearing this evening.

 2                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.

 3                Yeah, and I think it is important.  I mean,

 4     I know it's two steps.  But if there's a comment that

 5     you submitted here and you want it part of the record,

 6     you can absolutely go up to that "Comment" tab on the

 7     website that you're watching here, open it up and

 8     submit the comment.  We definitely want your input to

 9     be part of the environmental document, So we're very

10     much hoping that you will provide those.

11                While we wait just a second here for more

12     comments to come in and more questions, I have teed up

13     a few little-known tidbits about some of the portions

14     of our project.

15                So while we wait for those to come in, did

16     you know that the Posey Tube is the second oldest

17     underwater tunnel in the United States, built in 1928

18     to replace the Webster swing bridge that was

19     originally built in 1871, and the Webster Tube was

20     built in 1963?

21                Great.  I would like to thank the person who

22     submitted a comment so I don't have to give you

23     another trivia fact for awhile.

24                Rodney, "What is the cost of opening the

25     western path in the Webster Tube, and does that serve
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 1     any non bike/ped purpose?"

 2                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, definitely.  The

 3     path in the Webster Tube is really key for a lot of

 4     different reasons.  The cost is probably a little over

 5     $7 million for that improvement.  But what it does is

 6     it creates a wider path that will be easier to

 7     maintain the tube.  As I mentioned earlier, it also

 8     act as emergency egress from an automobile that's

 9     disabled in the tube, or if there's a fire, people can

10     get up on the pathway.  It will also have a fire/life

11     safety equipment on it, and it can also act as an

12     alternate route for bicycles and pedestrians.

13                And as Lindsay had stated earlier, Caltrans

14     is very excited about exploring the opportunity of

15     making the pathways one way in the tubes.  So it would

16     be one way out of Alameda in the Posey Tube and then

17     one way out of Oakland in the Webster tube.  So by

18     having a separate route and having, you know, a

19     redundancy, it frees up a lot of opportunities for

20     Caltrans from maintenance standpoints and also just

21     provides long-term maintenance and opportunities for

22     Caltrans in the long run.

23                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, you get to

24     just fulfill your engineer's dream here with this one.

25                "What is the new degree of elevation, slope,
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 1     and rise for the bike/ped from Alameda, Oakland?"

 2                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, the current grade

 3     coming out of the tube is just over 4 percent, so the

 4     grade will be maintained when it matches the roadway.

 5                Again, for the new ramp coming out of the

 6     Posey Tube, we will be meeting the ADA requirements

 7     for grade.  We'll be providing landings as required in

 8     order to be able to bring the slope up to Harrison

 9     Street.  But, again, we'll either be matching the

10     roadway grade or we'll be meeting ADA slopes pretty

11     much everywhere within the project.

12                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

13                Lindsay, this is going to come back to you.

14     You mentioned this earlier, but perhaps you could

15     reset.

16                The question is "Who is the lead agency?"

17                LINDSAY VIVIAN: That's a great question,

18     and the lead agency is Caltrans, under the National

19     Environmental Policy Act; and we are also the state

20     lead, under the California Environmental Quality Act.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Straightforward

22     and easy one, that one.

23                Rodney, "Chinatown has many seniors and

24     children.  How do you improve access to the Chinese

25     Garden?"
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 1                RODNEY PIMENTEL: So the access to the

 2     Chinese Garden Park is going to be really improved

 3     with this project.  Again, as people are aware around

 4     the Chinese Garden Park, there's dual right-turn lanes

 5     coming from the Posey Tube onto Seventh Street.

 6     Harrison Street is going to narrowed slightly, and the

 7     sidewalks are going to be constructed all the way

 8     around Chinese Garden Park so that residents and

 9     people that visit the area can easily access it from

10     all four sides.  So, really, from an access

11     standpoint, it's going to be tremendously improved.

12                In addition to that, we'll be constructing

13     bulb-outs on all the corners to be able to reduce the

14     crosswalk distances.  And we're also going to be

15     constructing a pedestrian hybrid beacon on Seventh

16     Street right -- adjacent to Alice Street.  So for

17     seniors that are trying to cross Seventh Street -- and

18     if anybody has ever tried to walk across Seventh

19     Street, like I have, during rush hour, it's almost

20     impossible to get across the street with the number of

21     cars traveling through there.  So the pedestrian

22     hybrid beacon will really improve safety and access to

23     the park.

24                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  That's helpful.

25     Thanks.
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 1                Another one for you, Rodney.

 2                "Has a traffic reduction alternative been

 3     looked at to accomplish the project goal?"

 4                RODNEY PIMENTEL: So that's a good question.

 5                As far as the traffic reduction alternative,

 6     I can't say that we have really looked at, you know,

 7     reducing the number of lanes or removing access.  So,

 8     really, just travel demand, you know, techniques by

 9     trying to get people to use alternate modes of

10     transportation is really, I think, in the long-term

11     goal of the City of Alameda and the City of Oakland.

12     So having those types of components as part of every

13     project to, you know, basically allow people to use

14     transit, bikes, walking, and other modes such as water

15     ferries and whatnot, I think, are really part of all

16     the regional plans.  So our project is going to help

17     in every way that we can and support those initiatives

18     as well.

19                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.

20                Carie, I'll try to get this one right.

21                "Please describe more sea-level rise

22     projects, environmental impacts, and how they

23     outweighed the benefit of addressing sea level rise."

24                CARIE MONTERO: So what I think that

25     commenter is asking about is the addition of potential
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 1     resiliency and adaptive measures.

 2                And so, for example, to do levies on the

 3     Alameda side, you would have to make a decision about

 4     how much of a levy, how far to go out.  And anywhere

 5     that the levies would go, the project would then need

 6     to be expanded to cover levies.  Same thing for

 7     roadway widening and inflatable dams.  You know,

 8     raising retaining walls was another component that we

 9     looked at.  And so you'd have to look at what the

10     visual impacts for retaining the -- raising retaining

11     walls and what the impacts would be to Section 106, to

12     the National Register eligible properties.

13                For adding the levies, we have sensitive

14     biological communities, plant communities, as well as

15     species communities.  And so taking a look at all of

16     that and coming up with a high-level cost-benefit

17     analysis in terms of what additional environmental

18     permitting, agency consultation, mitigation, would be

19     needed to expand out the footprint to accommodate

20     those resiliency measures.

21                When we did that cost benefit analysis, it

22     was quite remarkable how much more the project would

23     cost and how much more time it would take to acquire

24     permits and do additional environmental studies.  And

25     it was at that point that we decided that those
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 1     measures weren't feasible to add on to this particular

 2     project and in consideration with the purpose and need

 3     of the project.

 4                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Carie.

 5                Rodney, "Would the Broadway on-ramp be

 6     closed during construction?"

 7                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, there really is very

 8     little impact to the Broadway on-ramp, so it will

 9     remain in place.  There will be some modifications to

10     the end of the Broadway off-ramp where you can get on,

11     on Broadway and then get off on Jackson so that the

12     part where you can get off on Jackson will be taken

13     out.  There'll be some improvements in the core area

14     as well just to get onto 880 to make it safer and a

15     little bit easier for cars to merge.  But the

16     improvements are fairly minor.  So, really, we don't

17     envision, really, any long-term closure of the

18     Broadway off-ramp.  It will be just probably for night

19     work, maybe, some minor closures but really no major

20     impacts.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.

22                Terry, "How do you calculate induced demand

23     for automobile egress from Alameda?"

24                TERRY KLIM: Good question.  There's a few

25     parts to this answer.
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 1                First, the forecasting procedures that we

 2     use do take into account growth and development in

 3     Alameda, as well as Oakland and the entire region, to

 4     look at how that will affect traffic demand coming out

 5     of Alameda into other parts of the Bay area.

 6                But, also, for the project itself, it's

 7     important to note that a number of the constraints to

 8     traffic are still going to be in place.  You know, the

 9     tube, for example, is a constraint.  We are not

10     changing that.  Really what the project's doing is

11     sort of trying to make things flow smoother.  It's

12     trying to redirect some of that regional traffic out

13     of the neighborhood areas.  It's not capacity

14     increasing.  So from that perspective, we're not

15     assuming much in the way of new induced demand coming

16     out of Alameda.  But, again, the forecasting

17     procedures do look at, you know, what happens in the

18     future in terms of new development and the increased

19     demand associated with that.

20                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks for that

21     clarification.

22                Rodney, "What is the status of the design

23     exception process to date?"

24                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, that's a very

25     technical question, so -- a good one, though.  I'm
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 1     happy to report that after several years of working

 2     very, very closely with Caltrans, both District 4 and

 3     headquarters, we have received approval on all of the

 4     design exceptions.

 5                And for those of the public that don't know,

 6     the design exceptions have to do with the Highway

 7     Design Manual and the standards that Caltrans uses to

 8     design roadways.  Again, this is a very old section of

 9     highway in the interstate, and so there are many

10     things that are nonstandard, so we needed to get

11     approval on all of those designed exceptions before we

12     could release the environmental and document to the

13     public.  So that's what you're seeing today, and

14     everything you see now has been approved by Caltrans.

15                JAKE McMURTRY: It's very exciting and a

16     great question.

17                All right.  Carie, someone asked why

18     bike/ped issues are being addressed here.

19                "Can you explain what it means to be a

20     multimodal project?"

21                CARIE MONTERO: Right, so I'll take the

22     second part of the question first.

23                So multimodal projects are projects that

24     address and accommodate multiple modes of

25     transportation.  So that could be vehicular,
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 1     pedestrian, and bicyclists.  And Caltrans and federal

 2     highways, for that matter, across the nation has

 3     implemented the complete streets plan.  And that's

 4     really a recognition that roadways and ancillary, you

 5     know, paths along roadways are used by more than just

 6     folks in vehicles.  And so our nation, as well as

 7     California -- and Caltrans is deeply committed to

 8     this -- has really taken another look at our

 9     transportation system and decided that making access

10     for all modes of transportation -- bicyclists,

11     walkers, folks who are in wheelchairs, for example --

12     have equivalent kinds of access to get through and

13     around their communities.

14                And so for this project in particular,

15     bicycle and pedestrian access is incredibly important.

16     You heard Rodney talk a little earlier about how

17     making those improvements -- the hybrid beacons, the

18     shortening the crosswalks, changing the right-turn

19     lanes, and creating a continuous sidewalk around the

20     Chinese Garden Park -- will provide benefits for

21     seniors and children who visit the Chinese Garden Park

22     and the general community by improving bike paths and

23     cycle tracks connecting the Jack London Square with

24     other parts of downtown Chinatown and then also

25     helping provide early stages of better ways to get
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 1     between Oakland and Alameda.  These are all components

 2     of this project, and they're very important for

 3     providing that multimodal component and also helping

 4     knit and connect the communities between Alameda but

 5     also knit the communities in Chinatown, helping them

 6     get through traffic on a bike or safely get that way,

 7     you know, by walking on safe paths.

 8                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.  I have

 9     another one for you.

10                "Can you describe how new developments at

11     Alameda Point play into this project?  Thank you."

12                CARIE MONTERO: Thank you, Jake.

13                Yes, so there is a large amount of

14     development going on in Alameda.  And, also, I want to

15     acknowledge that there's also a lot of development

16     going on in Oakland.  Both the development that's

17     going on in Alameda, as well as on the Oakland side,

18     are all planned development.  So Alameda has a plan

19     for development, and individual developments have

20     their own environmental processes through CEQA; and

21     the same is going on, on the Oakland side.

22                So our project took a look at the traffic

23     forecasting.  And as part of the traffic forecasting,

24     they looked at the planned growth for the region, as

25     well as planned growth for Oakland and in Alameda, and
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 1     they took that into consideration when they did their

 2     traffic operations report and looked at their traffic

 3     forecasting.

 4                Then, in the environmental document, we also

 5     took a look at the results of that traffic modeling,

 6     and we also looked at the growth of various

 7     developments and the planned growth that Oakland and

 8     Alameda have in their plans.  And that was considered

 9     in the community impacts analysis, and it was also

10     considered in our cumulative impact analysis, as well

11     as in the draft environmental document.

12                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Carie.

13                Rodney, the question here is "Why are you

14     ignoring 2009 number one priority for water ferries?

15     Two hundred signatures is no justification for a

16     bridge."

17                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, again, the 2009

18     study looked at several different improvements --

19     ferries being one of those -- and the 2020 study that

20     is almost complete and on the street has looked at

21     several other modes, including ferries as well.

22                Again, ferry travel between Oakland and

23     Alameda is definitely a viable solution.  It comes

24     with its own challenges because you have to operate

25     and maintain the ferries, as well as deal with all the
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 1     other myriad of issues of owning a vessel.  But, you

 2     know, ferries are definitely a potential solution.  I

 3     don't know if it's the ultimate solution, but it

 4     definitely has been considered and is part of both of

 5     the studies.

 6                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, I have

 7     another one for you here.

 8                It says "I see benefits for Alameda; I see

 9     improvements in Chinatown.  I don't see any benefits

10     in Jack London.  Are there any?"

11                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, we kind of touched

12     on this a little bit earlier.

13                So the benefits for Jack London is there's

14     going to be one other access opened up on Madison

15     Street, so Madison will be two-way.  There are also --

16     because of the way Sixth Street now will be opened up,

17     you'll be able to make additional lefts on Webster and

18     Webster Place, where you wouldn't be able to before.

19                Also, we're going to be doing all of the

20     improvements to sidewalks and lighting underneath

21     I-880 to make traveling back and forth between Jack

22     London that much better.

23                Also, with the construction of the cycle

24     track on Oak Street, getting back and forth to the

25     Lake Merritt BART Station, will be better.
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 1                And, lastly, with the improvements on

 2     Broadway at both the intersections of Fifth Street and

 3     Sixth Street, it's going to be much, much safer.  For

 4     anyone that's walked up Broadway and tried to cross,

 5     you know, any of those routes, it's pretty, pretty

 6     frightening.  So all of those improvements are really

 7     going to improve, basically, traversing back and forth

 8     between Jack London Square and all points north.

 9                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.

10                I have a construction question for you here,

11     Rodney.

12                "Would there be lane loss on southbound

13     I-880 during construction?"

14                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, there would be a

15     temporary closure but for a very, very short time when

16     we have to close the Jackson Street off-ramp in order

17     to reconstruct the new structure.  There would be

18     K-rail put up to close the entry point, but it

19     wouldn't have a permanent reduction on southbound

20     I-880.  And likely also, when we make improvements to

21     the Broadway on-ramp at the core and also with the

22     structure improvements, we're going to be making

23     there, there would be a short duration where we might

24     have to take a lane; but it could just be at night.

25     Again, that's something we'll have to study during the
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 1     design phase, but we don't anticipate that being a big

 2     of an impact to the project.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Lindsay, we have a

 4     two-part question here for you.

 5                "What are the next steps for the project,

 6     and how can I get involved?"

 7                LINDSAY VIVIAN: That's a great question,

 8     and there are a number of ways to get involved.  But,

 9     firstly, I'll answer the next steps for this project,

10     which, of course, we are accepting comments -- public

11     comments on the draft environmental document up

12     through November 29th, 2020.  We aim to finalize the

13     environmental document and publish the final

14     environmental document sometime next summer, or June

15     2021.  During that time, we will be responding and

16     taking the time to sift through all the public

17     comments received and respond to those in full, again,

18     as part of the final environmental document.

19                After that and -- after the public comment

20     period and before issuance of the final environmental

21     document, Caltrans will determine, again, in

22     coordination with Alameda CTC, cities of Oakland and

23     Alameda, whether to adopt the build alternative or the

24     no-build alternative for this transportation project.

25     Assuming the build alternative is adopted, that,
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 1     again, will be clarified in the final environmental

 2     document.  And then we will also finalize the project

 3     report for this project, at which point we will have

 4     an approved project, so we can then proceed into the

 5     design phase, or the plan specifications and estimates

 6     phase, for this project, which is estimated to take a

 7     couple of years to complete before construction begins

 8     in the middle of 2023.

 9                JAKE McMURTRY: Sorry.  Lindsay, let me jump

10     right back to you.  It sounded like you had a little

11     more to say there.

12                LINDSAY VIVIAN: I forgot about the second

13     part to that question, which, of course, are ways to

14     get involved.

15                And, again, the most important way for you

16     to get involved right now is to submit a comment using

17     the comment card, e-mail us, send us a note via postal

18     mail.  Again, on the draft environmental document,

19     it's so we can document that in the FED, or the final

20     environmental document.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: Great.  Great.

22                Okay.  Rodney, this'll come to you.  So I

23     mentioned earlier in the evening that this project had

24     been around for 30 years, and our commenter wants to

25     know why this time it's going to be different.
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 1                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, yeah, again, I think

 2     we talked about this answer just a little bit earlier.

 3                But, yeah, the reason why this is different,

 4     again, the project has been around for a long, long

 5     time.  Several different agencies have tried to

 6     advance this project.  It's been needed by a lot of

 7     the different stakeholders within the project

 8     footprint.  But the reason why it's really made so

 9     much progress recently is really because of Alameda

10     CTC's involvement in really engaging so many

11     stakeholders.  Again, we've had over 300 stakeholder

12     workshops in order to understand what the needs of the

13     stakeholders are and the public and businesses alike.

14     And so the reason why this project is really different

15     now is that it's really addressed a lot of the needs

16     of most people.

17                Again, projects aren't about perfect.  You

18     can't meet every single person's need, but I believe

19     that this project has really met most of them, and

20     that's why it's moved as far forward, and that's why

21     it's taken 30 years.  But now I feel confident that

22     the project is going to move forward.

23                JAKE McMURTRY: Great.  Great.  Thanks.

24                Carie, "What mitigations are proposed for

25     the adverse effects to the tube?"
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 1                CARIE MONTERO: Thank you, Jake.

 2                So we're just at the very beginning stages

 3     to start thinking about how we're going to resolve

 4     adverse effects to the tube.  One potential mitigation

 5     that will be looked at and vetted by the stakeholders

 6     and State Historic Preservation Officer and Caltrans

 7     Cultural Resources Office would be aesthetic

 8     treatments to the reconstructed retaining walls.

 9                There are plethora of other types of

10     mitigation that might be proposed, and we're looking

11     for your comment on what you, the general public and

12     interested stakeholders, would think would be

13     appropriate for mitigations to that adverse effect for

14     the historic district and for the historic Posey Tube.

15                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.

16                Rodney, "Tell us some more about the new

17     cycle track on Oak Street.  How will this affect

18     businesses and residents?"

19                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, it's going to impact

20     businesses and residents in a couple of different

21     ways.

22                If you're a cyclist, you're going to love it

23     because it's going to give you a safe way to travel

24     north-south on Oak Street and connect the Lake Merritt

25     BART station to Jack London Square and the Amtrak
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 1     Station and all the areas along the waterfront.

 2                The impact to people who live along that

 3     corridor is if you live on -- especially on the west

 4     side of Oak Street, parking will be taken in order to

 5     construct the cycle tracks.  So there will be some

 6     loss of parking on Oak Street in that area, mainly on

 7     the west side all the way down to Third Street.

 8                So really the impacts on businesses and

 9     residences is the loss of that parking.  Luckily,

10     there is parking on adjacent streets.  And, as we

11     mentioned before, the City of Oakland is actively

12     engaged with Caltrans to open up the parking

13     opportunity underneath I-880 to basically provide

14     alternative places to park for both businesses and

15     residents.

16                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks.

17                Our next question here, I think we'll start

18     with Carie and then, Rodney, ask you come in at the

19     end and see if there's anything else to clean up or

20     add to it.

21                Carie, this question is they're "concerned

22     about traffic noise at night disrupting 428 Alice and

23     other buildings like 8 Orchid."

24                Anything you can share?

25                CARIE MONTERO: Thanks, Jake.
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 1                So our project instituted a number of

 2     avoidance and minimization measures to help reduce

 3     noise, and so there's a number of measures that we've

 4     instituted that are available -- and you can review

 5     them in the draft environmental document -- measures

 6     such as employing a time limit to construction-related

 7     noise so we're not allowing unnecessary idling of

 8     internal combustion engines within 100 feet of

 9     residences -- that's completely prohibited --

10     stationary noise-generating equipment be located away

11     from sensitive receptors -- again, that would be the

12     residences -- to things like the contractor will be

13     required to use quiet air compressors and other quiet

14     equipment where the technology exists.  We're also

15     going to be instituting a noise monitoring program so

16     that if there's work that is occurring outside daytime

17     hours, there will be a number that someone can call

18     and -- and to make sure that, you know, that noise is

19     not unduly effecting the residences or other

20     businesses in the area.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Carie.

22                Rodney, anything to add to that?

23                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, just to follow up

24     with what Carie said, all of those restrictions on

25     noise to help guide the contractor will be part of the
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 1     construction documents.  They'll be specified in the

 2     specifications so that the contractor is very aware of

 3     what those restrictions are so that there are very

 4     minimal impacts to any of the residences at 428 Alice

 5     or 8 Orchid during construction.

 6                Again, we have to do some demolition, and

 7     that demolition will be a bit noisy.  So, again, we'll

 8     be very careful to try to do those during times when

 9     people are not sleeping and, also, when they're not

10     commuting.  So, again, all of those things will be

11     analyzed in the construction documents and analyzed in

12     the Traffic Management Plan.

13                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

14     Another one for you.  Don't go anywhere.

15                "Does the Webster Path meet Caltrans

16     requirements for a shared-use facility?"

17                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, Caltrans' minimum

18     requirements for width are four feet.  So we do meet

19     those requirements.  And, again, it's not a lot.

20     Again, it would be nice to make it wider.  And we have

21     looked at every opportunity to make that path as wide

22     as possible, and Caltrans has been very good working

23     with us on that.  But the path is going to be four

24     feet for the entire length of the Webster Tube.

25                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.
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 1                We've got some follow-up questions about

 2     construction.  So we'll start with Carie again on this

 3     clarification.

 4                "How long will construction last, and what

 5     are you doing to mitigate construction impacts?"

 6                CARIE MONTERO: So the construction duration

 7     I'm going to throw to Rodney, but we have a number of

 8     measures throughout the document to mitigate

 9     construction impacts.  I read some of those off just

10     now from our document dealing with construction noise,

11     and there are a number of other measures.  For

12     example, we're going to have a paleontology monitor

13     available.  We're going to be doing a number of other

14     monitoring through the TMP, for example.  So there's a

15     number of measures that can be looked at throughout

16     the environmental document to address construction

17     noise -- I'm sorry -- construction impacts.

18                JAKE McMURTRY: Rodney.

19                RODNEY PIMENTEL: I don't see me yet.

20                There I am.

21                Okay.  So as far as construction duration,

22     the total project will take about three years to

23     construct from the very -- very beginning until the

24     end of the landscaping.  Again, there's a lot of

25     different activities that would occur during that
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 1     time.  So this is a very complicated project in an

 2     urban area.  So basically dissecting it and taking it

 3     apart and putting it back together is very

 4     challenging, and that's why it's going to take three

 5     years to complete.

 6                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

 7                These two part questions with multiple

 8     answers are keeping the boys in the booth on their

 9     toes.  So we'll do just Carie this time.

10                Carie, "Will this plan preserve the vintage

11     facade of the tube or do we need, say, a city charter

12     amendment to do that?"

13                CARIE MONTERO: The facade of the tube will

14     be determined through the Section 106 process.  The

15     Section 106 practitioners will look at the Secretary

16     of Interior's standards requirements.  And if the

17     facade can be made to look vintage and still meet the

18     secretary of interior standards and that's agreeable

19     upon the interested party stakeholders, the State

20     Historic Preservation Officer, and Caltrans, then

21     that's what that will look like.  But that's still to

22     be determined, and it will go through the Section 106

23     process to determine what the appropriate Section 106

24     resolution for what the final product would look like

25     after the tubes are restored.
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 1                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Coming right

 2     back to you, Carie, "Will there be any right-of-way

 3     impacts?"

 4                CARIE MONTERO: There will be no

 5     right-of-way acquisitions, and there will be some

 6     minor impacts from temporary construction easements

 7     that will be needed to construct the project.

 8                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks, Carie.

 9                So we are getting to about 20 minutes left

10     in the evening tonight.  I did want to reshare quickly

11     for those who may have joined late the two ways that

12     you can put your informal comments in tonight for our

13     panel or for me to read aloud.

14                You can see there again on your screen you

15     can use the "Chat" function where it says "Chat" or

16     "Ask a Question," which will be to the right of the

17     video stream on laptops and desktops or below it for

18     those on mobile devices.  You can also call our

19     project phone number (510) 880-4195, select your

20     preferred language, and press "4."  And then you'll be

21     able to verbally give your comment or question, which

22     will be transcribed for me to present it to our

23     panelists.

24                So we've got a little bit of lull in some of

25     those questions and comments coming in.  We would
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 1     still love to hear from you.  We've been able to

 2     answer a ton of questions tonight, which is one of

 3     sort of the benefits of doing this virtually is less

 4     time spent moving from person to person and we can

 5     just get your questions up there.  So please do send

 6     those in.  I may be forced to share more trivia with

 7     you.  Not threatening you, but that will have to

 8     happen if we can't get any more questions.

 9                So since we just had a question about the

10     tube, we'll ask another one -- we'll point another one

11     out.

12                The architect for the Posey Tube was Henry

13     H. Meyers, who was also the architect for the

14     Caldecott Tunnel.  And you can see similar art deco

15     influences.  Interesting trivia there.

16                I did want to also share that this video of

17     tonight's stream and the questions is going to be

18     provided in English, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Spanish

19     in one or two weeks following the hearing.  We're

20     going to post that to the project website.  You'll be

21     able to read a closed caption of a full translation

22     into those languages for anyone for whom that's more

23     easily accessible.

24                So I have another question here.

25                Lindsay, this is coming your way.
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 1                "The graffiti is horrible throughout the

 2     Posey Tube's new walkway.  Will you clean it up?"

 3                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Thank you.  Thank you,

 4     Jake.

 5                And, of course, as part of this project,

 6     we -- at the Posey Tube entrance, as well as Webster

 7     Tube and any features constructed as part of this

 8     project, we are going to -- we are planning to include

 9     aesthetic treatments to minimize the attractiveness

10     for new graffiti in the future.

11                And then as part of this project -- I'm

12     going to have to get back to you on that answer, Jake.

13     I'm going to have to look into that.  I don't know the

14     answer.

15                JAKE McMURTRY: Keep throwing the hard balls

16     at you.  I do think there's probably something about

17     checking with Caltrans maintenance.  But we can -- if

18     you post that as a formal comment, it will be

19     responded to in the environmental document.

20                Continuing on with trivia, this one, a

21     project-specific trivia nugget, which is that the

22     project provides great multimodal improvements, more

23     than a mile and a half of new bicycle infrastructure

24     and several blocks of new sidewalks.  The walkway

25     through the Webster Tube and the Posey Tube will be
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 1     slightly widened.  And there's a new crosswalk that

 2     will be constructed to connect the Posey Tube stairs

 3     and the existing bike/ped path.

 4                So a new question has come in, so back to

 5     those.

 6                Terry, "Who approves the Traffic Management

 7     Plan during construction, and will there be any public

 8     input?"

 9                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, the transportation -- or

10     Traffic Management Plan, or TMP, that will be approved

11     by Caltrans as the sort of lead agency for

12     construction.

13                Public input, well, certainly, we'll be

14     working with both cities and, through the cities, also

15     the public in development and review of that plan.

16     Going forward, of course, during construction, we'll

17     be monitoring the activities to make sure they're

18     following the guidelines laid out in the TMP.

19                JAKE McMURTRY: Thanks, Terry.

20                Let me just acknowledge this comment from

21     the Alameda Chamber of Commerce:  "The Alameda Chamber

22     of Commerce is in support of this project as it is

23     designed with our Alameda Developers Project."

24                All right.  Let me get another question

25     here.
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 1                Lindsay, I'm going to throw this one your

 2     way.

 3                "What public outreach has been done to

 4     inform non-English speakers about the proposed

 5     project?"

 6                LINDSAY VIVIAN: We've conducted a number of

 7     outreach efforts as part of this project.  When we

 8     circulated and published the draft environmental

 9     document, we provided a notices of availability in

10     four languages -- Spanish, English, Vietnamese, and

11     Chinese -- in local newspapers.  We sent out e-mails

12     to residences who will be -- who live adjacent to the

13     project footprint, provided -- like, we sent mailers,

14     flyers, e-mails, social media notifications on this

15     project.  On the project website, we have -- it's

16     available, again, in those four languages: Spanish,

17     Chinese, Vietnamese, and English.  And the summary of

18     the draft environmental document is also available in

19     those four languages and including efforts to

20     translate this public hearing tonight, as Jake just

21     mentioned previously, and a number -- this project, in

22     its entirety over the course of the last 20 years,

23     we've held a number of community meetings and

24     stakeholder working groups.  Over 200 working group

25     meetings have been held, including in all the various
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 1     neighborhoods affected by this project, such as

 2     Chinatown, downtown Oakland; and outreach has been at

 3     the core of this project from the onset.

 4                JAKE McMURTRY: Thank you, Lindsay.

 5                Terry, we had a follow-up question on the

 6     Traffic Management Plan.

 7                Question is "So no public input on the TMP?"

 8                TERRY KLIM: Well, yeah, typically, the TMP

 9     is moving in a sort of construction area.  You may see

10     that.  But, certainly, this project has been around

11     for a long time.  We know it's very important and a

12     lot of eyes on this, and Caltrans and Alameda CTC are

13     committed to working with both cities, as well as

14     stakeholders, to make sure that the project moves

15     forward, you know, including during construction, and

16     listening to people's concerns on how things are

17     built.

18                And so in some regard, it's not a formal

19     process, like you see here for the project and the

20     environmental document; but, certainly, there is a

21     commitment to listening to stakeholder concerns.

22                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Terry.

23                Rodney, can you just talk quickly about how

24     much the proposed project will cost and whether it's

25     fully funded?
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 1                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, so the project is

 2     not fully funded yet, but, you know, we are hopeful

 3     that, you know, by the time the project does go to

 4     construction we will close that gap.

 5                Currently, the project received $75 million

 6     for Measure BB funds in 2014.  It also received a

 7     little over $8 million in Measure BB funds back in

 8     2000.

 9                Again, Alameda CTC has been a real champion

10     of the project and has continued to advance the

11     project and move it forward.  Currently, the project

12     is just under 120 million and is about $35 million

13     short right now.  So I know that Caltrans and Alameda

14     CTC will be looking at opportunities to close that

15     funding gap, and we're all hopeful that that does

16     before the project is advertised.

17                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks, Rodney.

18                Carie, "Will there be adverse impacts to the

19     Waterfront Warehouse District?"

20                CARIE MONTERO: Yes, there will be an

21     adverse effect to the Waterhouse Ware- -- I'm sorry --

22     the Waterfront Warehouse District.  The Oakland Portal

23     to the Posey Tube is a key contributor to the Ware- --

24     late in the evening -- to the Waterfront Warehouse

25     District; and so there is both an adverse effect to
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 1     the Posey Tube, the Oakland Portal building, and to

 2     the Waterfront Warehouse District.  And all of those

 3     adverse effects will be worked out in the resolution

 4     through the memorandum agreement, which is the final

 5     stage of the Section 106 process.  So we will be

 6     addressing those adverse effects as part of that

 7     process.

 8                JAKE McMURTRY: Yeah, the tongue twisters

 9     come at the end of the night just to catch you up.

10                Rodney, "How do you propose to enforce

11     one-way travel on the two paths?"

12                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, if any of you that

13     has traveled through the Posey Tube, which I have many

14     times, growing up in Alameda, it's not very convenient

15     when you come head-on to another either person,

16     bicycle, or somebody pushing something with four

17     wheels.  So it's very difficult to navigate around

18     other people when you have bi-directional paths that

19     are only three feet wide.  And so what happens is a

20     lot of people end up, like, picking bicycles up over

21     the railing to let people pass.  And so it's a very

22     unsafe situation.  So by opening up the Webster Tube

23     and making the pass one direction, then this will

24     alleviate at least people wanting to cross head-on.

25     And then, hopefully, there will be a procession of
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 1     people that want to travel in those tubes.  So the way

 2     that we're going to force it to just with signage.

 3                Again, I don't think there's going to be any

 4     enforcement, but we're going to encourage people to go

 5     in the direction of travel with traffic.  And, again,

 6     I think it's going to be much more relaxing for people

 7     that do choose to go through the tubes rather than

 8     going through a bi-directional tube.

 9                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks.

10                Carie, you just mentioned the easy-to-say

11     Waterfront Warehouse District, and you've talked a

12     little bit about the facade.

13                "What cultural resources are impacted by

14     this project?"

15                CARIE MONTERO: So cultural resources fit

16     into a couple of different categories.  You could have

17     archeological cultural resources, you could have

18     historic archeological cultural resources, or you

19     could have built environment or architectural history

20     cultural resources.

21                So our project did investigate whether there

22     was potential or existing or known archeological or

23     historic archeological resources within the project

24     footprint.  We even did archeological excavations and

25     testing in downtown Oakland, and we did not find any
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 1     cultural resources present that were archeological

 2     resources.  However, we did document -- we've talked a

 3     little bit about the Oakland Portal building and the

 4     Posey tubes eligibility as a built environment or

 5     architectural history cultural resource, as well as

 6     the Waterfront Warehouse Historic District.

 7                JAKE McMURTRY: Great.  Thanks.

 8                Terry, "If Jackson Street is closed for 18

 9     months during construction, how will traffic be

10     detoured and who will decide about detours?"

11                TERRY KLIM: Yeah, there isn't a specific

12     detour plan developed at this time.  It will be

13     something that, certainly, Caltrans, Alameda CTC will

14     work with the City to develop that plan and have to

15     get their approval, certainly looking at any sort of

16     modifications on the detour route to accommodate the

17     detoured traffic.  So that's why all the parties will

18     be involved in that.  And that's, again, something to

19     be developed in the next stage as we move forward into

20     the design for the project.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks.

22                Rodney, "How will bikes be directed to the

23     tube paths.  Signage is awful.  Friend rode bike in

24     car lane due to missing a turn."

25                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, again, wayfinding is
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 1     a very important part of any project.  Again, we are

 2     going to be improving the signage between both of the

 3     tubes, both on the Alameda side and on the Oakland

 4     side, so that people, whether they're leaving the

 5     tubes and want to access Jack London Square or

 6     Chinatown, will know which way to go, as well as

 7     people that are in Alameda and want to navigate to,

 8     you know, all of those places will have signage to be

 9     able to help them traverse on the paths.

10                Again, the paths will be very inviting,

11     they'll be wide, they will be well striped.  And so,

12     you know, navigating between them, I think, will be

13     much, much better than they are today, because it is a

14     little confusing and there's not a lot of signage.  So

15     that will be improved.

16                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  That's great.

17                Lindsay, let's go back to you.  You had an

18     earlier question about graffiti, and you wanted to add

19     a bit more to that.

20                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Yeah, I did want to add

21     some information related to the graffiti.

22                And graffiti removal in the Posey tubes is

23     not included in the scope for this project.  However,

24     we do ask that you make that comment again on the

25     draft environmental document through the procedures
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 1     described previously, and we will make a note of that.

 2                In addition, Caltrans has a customer service

 3     database where you can fill out a customer service

 4     request form, and including the location and the

 5     nature of the complaint, if you will.  And then that

 6     will go into a log that can then be added to the

 7     workload for our maintenance division and addressed in

 8     a timely fashion, again, through providing more

 9     information in that customer service portal even if

10     it's outside the scope of -- and outside of this

11     project.

12                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Great.  We've got

13     another one for you, Lindsay, that touches a bit on

14     Caltrans maintenance.

15                Project (verbatim) is "Will this project

16     improve air quality inside the Webster or Posey tubes

17     for cyclists and pedestrians?"

18                We sort of asked this before.  We throw it

19     over to you to start and maybe Rodney to finish up.

20                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Yes.  So, currently, as

21     it's scoped, this project does not include

22     improvements to the Webster or Posey tubes for air

23     quality and reductions of the fumes within the tubes

24     themselves.  And we acknowledge your concern, of

25     course, with the fumes and the exhaust in those tubes.
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 1                Again, the improvements being made for

 2     bicyclists and pedestrians within the tubes are --

 3     we're viewing them as interim short-term improvements

 4     until possibly longer-term solutions can be

 5     implemented.  And so that's our best attempt, again,

 6     on this project for balancing all the needs of the

 7     stakeholders in the region, again, as part of this

 8     project.  And so these are considered short-term

 9     solutions, but we will make a note of your comments

10     and respond again in the final environmental document

11     and taking into consideration possible inclusions as

12     we enter the design phase -- again, plant

13     specifications and estimates -- oh, we can look into

14     and evaluate the potential or the possibility of

15     addressing those fumes, and, again, in the Webster and

16     Posey tubes.

17                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Wow, she did really good.

18                But there is quite a bit of infrastructure

19     in the tubes.  There's actually four fans on either

20     side of the tubes.  And, again, the fans are really

21     geared more toward fire/life safety in case there is

22     an event.  But I'm sure if there's enough support and

23     the air quality in the tubes was not adequate, there

24     could be additional volume of flow that could be

25     increased.  But as Lindsay said, there would be a
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 1     need -- there would be a lot of work that need to be

 2     done with that and it would need to be considered.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: You were all teed up to go,

 4     Rodney, and then Lindsay went and answered the whole

 5     darn question.  All right.  So we'll give you another

 6     one, Rodney.

 7                "Any effects to AC Transit routes?"

 8                RODNEY PIMENTEL: No, there are no impacts

 9     to AC Transit's routes.  Again, all of the Transbay

10     buses will have their same routes.  The 51, the 19,

11     again, all will have the same routes.

12                Again, those bus stops are located on either

13     side of the Posey and Webster tubes, and they will

14     still be there.  There isn't an opportunity, if AC

15     Transit didn't want to put a bus on the horseshoe, to

16     be able to have a little quicker access on the 880.

17     So I'm sure that's something they'll consider in the

18     future.  But as of now, there hasn't been any

19     indication that there would be any changing or any

20     modifications to any of the transit routes.

21                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  Thanks.

22                Well, we're getting toward the end of our

23     time here.  We've got a couple more questions, but I

24     did want to make one more plug again for how you can

25     submit your formal comments to the project.  And
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 1     there's four ways:  You can mail a letter or comment

 2     card to Caltrans District 4, Attention: Lindsay

 3     Vivian, Office of Environmental Analysis; e-mail your

 4     comments to Oakland.Alameda.Access@dot.ca.gov; submit

 5     those comments online through the "Comment" tab on the

 6     project website; or call the project phone number

 7     (510) 880-4195, select your language, and press "2" to

 8     leave a voicemail that's going to be transcribed as a

 9     formal comment.  Remember to speak clearly and slowly

10     so that transcription can be accurate.

11                Again, you have up until the public comment

12     period ends on November 30th.  Just make sure you

13     include your name and zip code with any of those

14     methods, and your input will be part of that formal

15     process.

16                Okay.  In our last few minutes here, let me

17     ask Rodney a question on "Who is going to maintain the

18     new Harrison Path under 880?"

19                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Again, all the pathways

20     underneath 880 will be part of a maintenance agreement

21     that will be worked between the City of Oakland and

22     Caltrans on who needs to maintain all the different

23     elements.  And, again, during the design phase, we'll

24     be looking at lots of improvements to those crossings

25     underneath 880.  And before the project goes to
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 1     construction, all of the determinations on who needs

 2     to maintain the infrastructure will be ironed out.

 3     But all that will be resolved so that the project will

 4     definitely be maintained after it's constructed.

 5                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  We've got a request

 6     to go back to the question about the maintenance

 7     project that will be completed in spring of 2021.

 8                Lindsay, can you talk a little bit about

 9     that?

10                LINDSAY VIVIAN: Yeah, I'm just learning

11     about maintenance project, again, being undertaken by

12     our division of maintenance, who -- there are plans to

13     improve the exhaust system in the Webster and Posey

14     tubes, as I understand it, if that's what this

15     question was in relation to, Jake, or were you asking

16     about the graffiti specifically?

17                JAKE McMURTRY: This one is about

18     ventilation.  This one is about ventilation.

19                LINDSAY VIVIAN: So there -- yes, there are

20     plans of in first -- scheduled for spring 2021 to

21     improve an update and upgrade the exhaust systems in

22     the Webster and Posey tubes to improve air quality.

23                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Thanks.

24                Rodney, "What are the safety elements

25     provided for the downtown Chinatown community?"
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 1                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, again, the main

 2     safety elements for the downtown Chinatown community

 3     are really for geared toward pedestrian travel through

 4     the construction of bulb-outs, the shortening of

 5     crosswalks, the extension of sidewalks.  Basically,

 6     all the way around Chinese Garden Park and all the way

 7     along Sixth Street will be a significant safety

 8     improvement, as well as the pedestrian hybrid beacon

 9     that we'd be constructing on Seventh Street along

10     Alice, in order to provide, basically, a push button

11     and a red light that would come up in order to stop

12     traffic to cross Seventh Street.  So there's quite a

13     few improvements that will be part of the project.

14                Again, there's a significant number of

15     accidents that have been recorded in Chinatown.  And

16     one of the primary missions in our need and purpose is

17     to enhance safety for all local streets around the

18     project footprint.

19                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, coming back

20     to you here.

21                "Does the proposed project require property

22     acquisition?"

23                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Well, I think it was Carie

24     had talked about, earlier, there's going to be a

25     series of easements and some small parcel acquisitions
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 1     in order to construct sidewalks and whatnot.  But

 2     there are no full property acquisitions; there are no

 3     impacts to businesses.  So, really, the right-of-way

 4     component of this project is fairly small.

 5                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Lindsay, a question

 6     for you.

 7                "At this phase of the project, can project

 8     elements still be changed?"

 9                LINDSAY VIVIAN: So at this stage of the

10     project, again, at circulation of the draft

11     environmental document and by the close of the

12     environmental phase, or when we finalize the

13     environmental document, we have the equivalent of

14     35 percent design plans complete; and there are

15     opportunities going forward for other design elements

16     to be incorporated into the project and some

17     modifications to be made.  So, absolutely, there's

18     still time.

19                And in response to the formal public

20     comments received, the project development team will

21     have an opportunity to consider, again, possible

22     changes to the design elements as proposed.  So the

23     design is nowhere near being considered final, again,

24     as we move forward.  And so right now we're at about

25     35 percent complete with the project plans.
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 1                JAKE McMURTRY: Okay.  Rodney, can you

 2     follow up on that quickly for those not as familiar

 3     with how these projects develop.  Where would you say

 4     we are in the sort of schedule, and what moves us out

 5     of the environmental phase and into the next?

 6                RODNEY PIMENTEL: Yeah, so we are early in

 7     the design phase.  And, really, the project right now

 8     is to identify environmental impacts to comply with

 9     both CEQA and NEPA.  But we're going to be working

10     very, very closely with our stakeholders.  We have a

11     very active stakeholder participation, especially in

12     Jack London Square and Chinatown, with the City of

13     Oakland and the City of Alameda.  So we'll be working

14     with all our different stakeholder partners to make

15     sure that all the components that need to be there are

16     there and that they're part of the construction

17     documents.

18                So, you know, the project is by no means

19     finalized at this point.  But at the end of the day,

20     before the project goes to construction, we just want

21     to make sure that everyone is in agreement and they're

22     very excited about the project that's going to be

23     built, all the maintenance components are identified

24     so it's going to be also maintained and to be in a

25     clean and a safe facility.  But, you know, we
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 1     definitely have a long way to go through the design to

 2     make sure all of that happens.

 3                JAKE McMURTRY: All right.  So the clock on

 4     the wall says it's 7:30, so I think that will be our

 5     last question or comment for tonight.

 6                I really want to thank everyone who

 7     participated in this event, both from the team here

 8     and everyone out there from our stakeholders and those

 9     in the public.  We appreciate your input; we

10     appreciate your questions and comments.  We hope that

11     you will take advantage of the formal comment methods

12     that I laid out a few times during this event.  Keep

13     putting your input in; keep helping us shape this

14     project to be something that works for everyone.  So

15     thank you again and good night.

16                         (End of video.)

17    

18    

19    

20    

21    

22    

23    

24    

25    
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 1                   REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
   
 2 
   
 3  STATE OF CALIFORNIA       }
                              }  ss.
 4  COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO      }
   
 5 
   
 6             I, HE SUK JONG, a Certified Shorthand
   
 7  Reporter, licensed by the State of California and
   
 8  empowered to administer oaths and affirmations
   
 9  pursuant to Section 2093(b) of the Code of Civil
   
10  Procedure, do hereby certify:
   
11             That the proceedings herein were recorded by
   
12  video and, thereafter, transcribed;
   
13             That I have transcribed to the best of my
   
14  ability the foregoing transcript of the proceedings
   
15  which then and there took place;
   
16             That I am a disinterested person in this
   
17  action.
   
18             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my
   
19  name on November 4, 2020.
   
20 
   
21 
   
22 
   
23                           ___________________________
                              HE SUK JONG, CSR NO. 12918
24 
   
25 
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